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simulation was conducted using the computer driven Combined Arms Tactical Train-
ing Simulation (CATTS) model. Appropriately appotcioned defe'.ding and attacking

forces fought tle terrain using the Fulda Scenario. A base case, using no
obstacles, and seven (7) additional battles employing ever-increasing nui.bers of
obstacles, of varied types, formed the core of the analysis. Threat and defend- .
ing force tactics remained constant during all eight simulations. Installation
effort and time were played realistically, while logistic availability was S S
assumed based on the author's knowledge of the material and transportation assets
actually on site, and the fact that the requirement was well within the 2d
Brigade Commander's capability. The simulation results supported the hypothesis
that anti-armor weapon system effectiveness is enhanced by an accurately instal-
led and executed obstacle system. Consequently, the United States Army must take
action to ensure the timely presence on the battlefield, of substantially more . "

combat engineer assets than are currently available. Considering the fact that
this battle was simulated in the area of the enemy supporting attack, utilizing
appro "imately one of two engineer company equivalents in direct support of a
four (4) task force brigade, (two initially committed task forces); and the fact
that a division deployed on this ground in Europe will initially commit at least
8 of 11 available maneuver battalions, a minimum of three combat engineer bat- 0>
talion equivalents must be committed in the main battle area, forward of Brigade
rear boundaries, with a third working the division rear area and a fourth in the
corps rear area, immediately behind the division, Therefore, the current
engineer force st-,icture, 74% reserve and 26% active component, must be markedly
revised to increase the active component. Mobilization and deployment of reserve
component engineers, the current plan, cannot be accomplished in a timely manner.
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This Individual Study Project wasn produced with the cooperation of the
CATTS facility at Fort Leavenworth, Kansas. The scope and general method-
ology were developed by the author with advice from CUTTS peraouieal and
from the Directorate of Combat Developments, Fort lelvior, Virginia. The
author selected this study based on his past experience; and the fact that
no sure method of measuring the combat engineers' contribution to battle-
field effectiveness exists. The study model was constrained only by time
and the obstacle installation effort available. Threat and defending

f ores were free to employ any and all tactics and fighting systems.
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INUODCT £06

Cost effectiveness analyses have been conducted for virtually every

maw military weapon system proposed for introduction in the Army inventory

during the past fifteen years. Additional studies have determined the need

for type systems. Committees have been formed to recouend the priority in

which these systems should be developed. Other analyses, too numerous to

discuss, have supported these development/procurement decisions. Concur-

rently, very little has been done to analyze and identify the contribution

of non-weapon systems on the battlefield. Zxasaples could be: the worth of

an infantry battalion vs an engineer battalion. or a signal battalion, or

any other force mix combination one might choose. A follow-up analysis of

how many of each are required to do the job has also been neglected. The

result is a current force mix designed to reflect the collective capabil-

ities of numerous weapons organic to sose units and little more than his-

toric rationale fo:' the organization of other units.

PROBLIK STATIRMNT

This study has been designed to take a first step toward identifying

the contribution of one non-weapon system, specifically how such installed

and properly executed obstacles, located in depth throughout a task force

site sector, can enhance the effectiveness of the task force anti-armor

weapon systems. gome additional conclusions about the most effort-effective

I.



obstacles and the need f or increased numbers of combat engineers on the

battlefield say also result.,-

The author opted to tie t~im anal~ysts to the sost credible, timely and

available computer simulation model, CATS. The Fulda Scenario and the

array of threat and defending forces portrayed in CUTSI were compatible

with the tactics and procedures of European forward deployed forces and

their potential enemy. A aeries of eight simulations were conducted using

the "we terrain, forces, supporting forces and battle conditions. The

number avd type of obstacles employed war. varied froxi none, in the base

case, to a full array using all normally available systems in run seven

(7). A comparative analysis of the resulting friendly and enemy armor

vehicle and personnel losses in each of the runs, when compared to the type

and quantity of obstacles employed, was the data bae" supporting the eron-

clusions. The enemy vehicle and personnel kills caused by obstacles were

discounted in the computation of weapon effectiveness. Design estimates

for the type and size of obstacles used have been developed and field

tested over a period of ten years by the author and others. Installation

times saed have likewise been field tested and were further increased to

provide a most conservative cawo. The conclusions were applied against the

current disposition of forces in Europe to document the engineer force

reqaired for optimum support forward of committed brigade rear boundaries.

This result. was interpolat'.d to determine the total mn,~ber of combat engi-

-*er fov'cis necessary to support the total division and corps battle, in

depth.

2
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MO-ERMIATION OF 1Uh W

This study is organised to briefly identify the backgroutd, situation,

the purpose of the study. procedures used and the results obtained in

Chapter 1. Chapter 11 presents the data used to generate the obstacle

array; discusses the tactical scenario; lists the assumptions; addresses

nmethodology; and brief ly describes the siulation model. The results f

the aimulation are reported and analysed in Chapter II. Chapter IV pre-

*onto the study conclusions and recosmendations. The appendices and tabs

display the supporting estimates, work flov charts and other study docuuen-

tation.

3
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PPAATIONq FOR IRE ANALYSIS

The tactical situation used for this analysis is based onk 0PORD 201

52d Mechanized Division (Notional) assigned the mission of defending a

sector of the Fulda Cap, Federal Republic of Germany. (Appendix 1)

Friendly forces are opposed by elements of the notional 24th Combined Arms

Armty of the Southern Front, using approved threat force doctrin. organiza-

tion for combat and tactics. 2 (Appndix 2)

The 52d division defended the Mfain Battle Area with two brigades

committed and one in reserve. Theme brigades were to be subsequently

reinforced by additional task forces after completion of the coveria& force

battle. The portion of the battle analysed by this study took place in the

t sector of Task Force 1-78 Mach., 2d Brigade, 52d Mechanized Division. The

,

tli simulation terrain is identified on Map 1. The 2d Brigade operations

~overlay is at Tab A to Map 1. This sector was selects4 for several rea-

i sovs. The 2d Brigade was assignd second priority for iupport by the

:' division. TY 1-78 Mach. was given first priority of support within the 2d !

Brigade. The terrain is a six of good and poor armor country laced viLh

good and poor forest trails and two lane road*. Natural obstacles are

prevent, but they do not dominate maneuver. In general TY 1-78 Koch. got a :

fair share of support, but not enough to skew the results* nf this study.

*e

The battle simulation concluded (forward of the task force rear boundary)

before T 1-78 Koch. was reinforced by TY 1-4 Armor. defending in depth, or "

i 4
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by elements retvraing from the covering force battle. This decision

reduced the number of tactical variables which ould have clouded the

evaluation of obstacle effectiveness, but 4id not prejudice the study.

The 2d Brigade 52d (ND) was supported by its normal complement of

combat and combat support forces. (Appendix 1) These assets were allo-

cated by division, in priority. to the 3d thin 2d Brigade; and within the

. 2d Brigade to TF I-78 Mach., then 2-120 Infantry. '-'a* Tle 1-78 sector, et

the forated edge of the a (Phase Cellow Line). wo twice as lare as the

2-120 Infantry sector to the north. (Tab A to Map 1) Consequently, of tie

five combat engineer platoons (one Co. and on* Co.(-)) initially in direct

support of ocond brigade, the author allocated out half of the earthmoving

equipment and nine (9) of the aalable fifteen (15) squads to support TF

I1-78 Bech. In addition, TI 1-78 Mach. provided nine (9) infantry squads

for obstacle installation prior to the enemy attack at the Inter-Zonal

Border (IZZ). One !(-56 system-capable helicopter and 1 1/2 batteries of

artillery were also available to TF 1-78 for obstacle installation, or

other missions. (Table 1)

TABLE 1

TASK FORCE 1-78 OBSTACLE INSTALLATION ASSETS

AIoIts TIME AVAILABLE1

TI 1-78 MICE 9-Squads 28 Hours

3(-)/52D *NGB IN (MD) 5-Squads 34()2 Bours

B-Tank Ditch Team 34( )2 Hours

B(-)/5OOTB DIGR B (C) 4-Squads 34(W)2 Bours
1-Tank Ditch Tem 34(W)2 Hours

52D AVN BN (MD) 1-Helicopter3  Dedicated4

52D DIVARTY 1 1/2-Batterys Direct Support

5



, K3TIS: 1. Se Tab* A-G to Adpendiz 5 for the ol4tacle work schedule.

2. Engineer forces continued to install obstacles after the battle

retched the TY 1-78 Kech. sector.

3. M-56 Minefield System capable aircraft.

4. Dedicated to the 2d Brigade by Division.

BATTLFIELD P PLUTION

Several assumptions have been made with respect to battlefield prepa-

ration. All are based on standard practice and have been further adjusted

on the conservative side. Forty-eight (48) hours of warning time were

available prior to the enemy attack across the IZB. Of this total, twelve

(12) hours were used to move and position friendly forces. Thirty-six (36)

hours remained for battlefield preparation. To further prejudice this

study on the conservative side, only twenty-eight (28) of the thirty-six

(36) battlefield preparation hours were played. An additional four (4)

hours of preparation time was assumed to be available as the covering force

battle was fought from the IZB to Phase Line Yellow. During all simulation

runs, the enemy forces were arrayed immediately east of the E-70 (north/

south autobahn), vicinity north/south grid 48 (Map 1), to conserve computer

runninz time. The covering force battle was assumed; and enea.1 forces were

deployed for an KiBA attack. The infantry obstacle installation squads did

not start work on eny new obstacles after the enemy cross the IZB. Execu-

tion of non-reserve obstacles and t:hse retained under TF 1-78 control was

accomplished by maneuver forces in contact. All road crater, abatis, tank

ditch, bridge, and log obstacles were reinforced with mines.

6
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WAPON pIfCTILnssS

The computer simulation displayed all point obstacles as lines and all

minefield obstacles as rectangles or convex polygons. The simulation

played eleven (11) types of natural and man-made obstacles. A description
I|

of the CATTS obstacle sub-mod le is at Appendix 3.3 Table 2 shows the
relationship between the actual obstacles designed for the simulation,

those recognized by the computer and the man hours to reduce each obstacle.

An argument can be advanced that the reduction time shown is not realistic

in all cases. The author would concur with this judgement. However, while

some times are excessive, others are inadequate. On average, the anomalies

in this system are acceptable.

TABLE 2

SIMULATION OBSTACLES

DESgIGNED STANDARD OBSTACLES SIMULATION RECOGNIZED OBSTACLES REDUCTION TIME

A-Abatis General Mass Obstacle .1

AC-Deliberate Road Crater Crater Field .1

BC-M-.180 Road Crater Crater Field .1 :1
Al-Single Lane Highway Bridge Ravine 10.0

BA-Double Lane Highway Bridge Ravine 10.0

DB-Single Track Railroad Bridge Ravine 10.0

BM-M-21 Minefield, Pe .5 Minefield .4

BMD.-M-21 Minefield, Pe .75 Minefield .4

CMA/B/C/D-M-34 Minefield, Pe .5 Minefield .4

DM/B/C/D-M-34 Minefield, P. .75 Minefield .4

FLn-M-70 Minefield, Pe .5 Minefield .4

0'
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VLND--70 Minefield. Pe .75 Minefield .4

LO-Log Obstacle Fized Wall Barrier .25

TD-Tank Ditch Ditch .3

OTRER OBSTACLES RECOGNIZED BY THE MODEL2

None Lake 4.0

None Waterway 4.0

None Concertina Wall .25

None Cliff 10.0

None Terrain Varies by Type

Note: 1. Manhours per meter required to reduce the obstacle.

2. The concertina wall obstacle was not played. The other natural

obstacles were played in the model, but not included in the

obstacle plan.

The delay at each of these obstacles is a key determinant in obstacle

effectiveness, given that the obstacles are properly positioned, in depth,

to support weapons systems. Propner positioning causes an enemy delay in

the "target window" of the long- and short-range defending anti-armor weapon

systems. This delay allows the crews of defending systems tc kill more

enemy vehicles, over the period of delay, than would have been possible if

the enemy vehicles had proceeded unencumbered along their avenues of attack.

Positioning in depth is out key to precluding an enemy force from gaining

or regaining their momentum. Depth, in addition, provides the defender

with a series of "target windows" throughout most of the effective range of

his weapon system. It also provides an equivalent delay during periods of

reduced visibility. The actual weapon enhancement is measured by the

number of additional kills achieved during the delay periods when compared

8
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with no delay. The enhncement is Compounded positively by the fact that

more friendly systems survive, during both the short- and long-tern battle,

for longer periods of time, thus increasing and better concentrating fire

power. The shorL-ter1 battle gain is realised because systems can remain

in their general locations and fire longer than would be possible in a

battle with the eneuy unencumbered by obstacles. The long-term gain is

derived because of increased friendly weapon system survivability even

without defilade position protection. Wken systems stay and fight, vulner-

able portions of the carrier vehicle aren't exposed for extended periods
during maneuver to other fighting positions. The massed fire from more

friendly weapons on a more concentrated enemy also precludes efficiency in

his ranging and targeting procedures, resulting in more friendly survivors.

STANDARD OBSTACLES

The design of the obstacles employed during this simulation and the

installatioa effort required for each were derived from the 23t Engineer

Battalion Obstacle Data 4 at Appendix 4. This source deals only with stan-

dard obstacles, standard in tt,s of design, effort to install, materials

required and effective size. The standard is always the smallest feasible

obstacle, e.g., a one-lane road crater or a 100 x 58 meter minefield. ,

Whenever a larger obstacle is required multiples of the standard are used,

e.g., four (4) standard 100 x 58 meter minefields could become one (1) 400 x

58 meter or one (1) 200 x 116 meter minefield, etc. Standard obstacles

cannot, however, be utilized for every task. Structures such as highway and

railroad bridges, dams, locks and tunnels require individually calculated

and designed obstacles. Bridges were the only obstacles in this study so

encumbered. The assumption was made to use some number of standard abatis

9
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obstacles to target each bridge. This decision was reasonable since the

demolitions in the abatis standard obstacle are easily adapted to a bridge

target; and the installation time allowed for an abatis is sufficient for

installation of the smallest type of bridge obstacle.

An d4itional conservative feature of the obstacle installation pro-

cae was the tvo hour travel time allowed for each squad between completion

of c-.a task and the start of another. The confined battle are. gaued can

easily be ttaveled from one extreme to another in about thirty (30) min-

utes. During an actual battle, obstacle installation will be nearly non-

stop. Nowever, the average nonproductive squad time per Jay in this simu-

lation was nearly 7.4 hours; 8 hours for the equipment teams. After con-

tact was made between elements of TF 1-78 Nech. and the enemy force,

obstacle installation work effort was reduced to ten (10) hours during each

twenty-four (24) hour period with no additional provision for travel,

maintenance or rest time. Nap 2 and Appendix 5 shove the obstacle plan for

TY 1-78 Mach. Appendix 5 identifies the target number, location, short

tons of material required, installation effort, unit assigned to install

and necessary computer data. The pertinent information from Appendix 5 is

summarised in Table 3. Totals for columns five (5) through nine (9)

respectively are short tons, squad hours, equipment hours, helicopter hours

and battery hours. Tabs A through H to Appendix 5 graphically display the

efforts of all obstacle installation units, over time. Tab A provides the

assumpticns and Tabs 3 through I relate to computer runs I through 7

respectively. Planning for and installation of obstacles was stopped at

the north/south 35 At grid in the gased sector. This battle limit was far

enough west to ensure that enemy forces had fought to a point at least 3000

meters meet of the Schlitz built up obstacle.

10
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Computer rue and the type of obetacles employed during each are

identified in Table 4.

TAILU 4

OBSTAMLU By Comum aw

C0KOWTUR RUn TY1S OF OSTACLIS 1  TOTAL lrMU OF OBSTACLES

lase Case None 0

.! 1--25

2 AD-AC-B.-j&-DB 42

3 AI-AC-XI-BC-D3 -& 51

4 A-A-AC-B-C-DB-lO-X, 74

5 A-AB-AC-B-XC-jfl-DD--o-TD 85

6 -' Nn ~ -o -' 9 9

7 A-AD-AC-lI,-1 -IDND-CA-CX-DI -DN-DA-

NOTE: 1. Abbreviations are explained in Appendix 4.

Obstacles were assigned to computer runs based generally on the amount

of effort necessary to install. An exception to this rule van made for

* minefields, normally the sost effective type of obstacle. Hand emplaced
4.

minefields were added in run five (5) and the dynamically delivered mine-

fields in runs six (6) and seven (7). Veapon systen effectiveness should

markedly increase between the base case and run one (1) and again between

run four (4) and run five (5). 8ignificant increase should also be noted

between runs five (5) and six (6). and six (6) and seven (7). Aualysis of

this total effort to install versus effectiveness of obstacles should be a

key to the design of more effective future obstacles.

13.
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A gmp of officers from the Combined Arms Center initialised the

threat fore. and another group the TIr 1-78 Mech. forces in accotdance with

current threat and U8 doctrine. The enesy forces objective was located

* about five (5) kilometers west of chl ts, vicinity V/S grid line 35. Six

avemums of approach within the defending force sector were used by the

attacking oinny. Bach computer run required between eight (8) and twelve

(12) hours of real time to accomplish. based on the excessive amount of

time required for the entire simulation, system priority and potential

problems inherent in any computer model, the following priorities were

ausigned: Base Case, Run 7, Run 5. RIan 3, Run 1. Run 6, Run 4, and Run 2.

Obstacle design was not critical to this study because the model

cannot differentiate between a more or less dense minefield, or a more

versus less effective obstacle except in the terms of reference described

in Appendix 3 and shown in Table 2. This fact demonstrates the need for a

model which will award an advantage for a more versus less effective

obstacle as an additional capabili.v.

bI
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1. Combined Am. Center. Fort a eavorths Kaneas , H9ID an SIA
flgeh tisin," Student Issue. Academic Year 1982.

2. Cembiued Ams Center, Fort Leavenvorth, ss * wK&h mbinhd
AmALArM outien l.ongv (Zztracte)& Student Ioue, Academic Tear 1982.

3. Combiued Arms Centers Fort L avenworth, Kans t "Obstacle Sub-
Nodule." CAT Manual. pages 5-548 to 5-576.

4. 23d ngineer Battalion (AD). "Obstalg Datha.' f 5-34
supplamnt. Nay 1980.
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cuhFEu III

SDEULATIOI INSULTS AND ANALYSIS

Some *d4i~ional constraints were imposed during the conduct of this

study because Of the limited amount Of computer time which was ultimately

available and some computer mechanical problems. Otheir changes also became

necessary which limited the output of the CATTI simulation. The obstacle

sub-module could only store the data for fifty (50) of the one-hundred-ten

(110) preplaed obstacles. Of the fifty, only twenty (20) could contain

mines or be ainefields. Given sufficient time, the sub-module memory could

have been purged of data relating to the initial fifty (50) obstacles and

reloaded; however, this was not done for two reasons first, sufficient

time was not available. Second such a reload procedure would have caused

as amnaly in the desired effectiveness data. Following enemy units would

have been able to pass over obstacle-free terrain, negating the impact of

obstacle encounters, the associated kills and the requirement to breach or

clear them. This action would also have ipoel nlecdteehn*

sent data being collected. Gainers weres anables to alleviate this problem by

increasing the sub-nodule memory to the one-hundred-ton (110) required.

The constraint of twenty (20) obstacles containing nines, or twenty (20)

minefields negated the effect of the --ines used to reinforce each bridge,

ditch, crater, abatis and log obstacle. Reinforced obstacles are more

diffi~cult to breech and clear. They add significantly to delay times and

consequent ly to weapon system enhancement. Certainly, the reinforced

__ C .-16



obstacles could have been coded as minefields, but the model characteris-

tics votild then have made them muh more effective than is realistic, and

the number of actus minefields gamed would have been reduced accordingly.

A third constraint, which reduced the total number of enemy kills

during the simulation, was the decision not to commit the enemy second

echelon regiment of the first echelon division to battle. This decision

was necessitated because of the fifty (50) obstacle memory limit. Since

the limit precluded obstacle installation vast of grid line 1138, addi-

tional forces committed at or beyond that point (approximately where the

second echelon regiment would have been committed) would have rapidly

gained momentum and moved over unobstructed terrain to their objectives.

This action would have invalidated the battle results already collected.

For tLe same reason, the battle was also stopped in the vicinity of north/

south grid line NB38.

Each of these constraints further prejudiced this study on the conser-

vative side. The fifty (50) obstacle limit caused a reduction of thirty-

four (34) obstacles (84 preplanned - 50 iastalled - 34 uot used) between

grid lines 38 and 48 (Map 2). This fact, combined with the requirement to

stop the simulation at grid line 38 versus grid line 35. s originally

planned, caused a total of sixty (60) obstacles (34 # 26 planned between

grid lines 35 and 38) not to be installed. The resulting 54Z reduction in

the number of obstacles played, markedly reduced the number of enemy encoun-

ters with obstacles during the battle, concurrently reducing the number of

enemy systems killed and ultimately, the friendly weapon system enhance-

ment. Another limiting factor was the inability to employ some of the most

effective minefield obstacles, those planned west of grid line 38. These

obstacles, combined with the increasing effectiveness of TF 1-78 HECH fire

17



at this point in the battle, could have made the results much more deci-

sive. The inability to play conventional obstacles reinfor- ' -ines

reduced the amount of delay time at each obstacle, thus reducing the number

of enemy systems killed by defending weapons. Rtn combination, theme unpro-

gramed constraints caused the simulation results to be even more couserva-

tive than had been planned by the author. Consequently, the results of

this study will be understated by a factor of at least two or three.

The mechanical problems with the computer and the accompanying con-

straints resulted in fewer simulation runs than had been planned. A base

case run, without obstacles, was planned and conducted. Seven (7) addi-

tional runs, each adding different kinds of obstacles had been planned, but

only three (3) (runs 3, 5 and 7) were actually conducted. This fact caused

the loss of data which could have provided some information about the

effectiveness of certain types or mixes of obstacles in relation to the

as- . t of effort required to install and execute them. The loss of run one

(1), the first with any obstacles, decreased only the amount of obstacle

encounter data available. This loss did not impact on the basic study

goal, since all effectiveness data was repeated during run seven (7). Run

two (2) hovever, could have provided some information about the effort

versus effectiveness relationship of the 14-180 road crater. Run four (4)

could have provided similar datta for tank ditches and run siz (6), data on

helicopter implaced M-34 minefields. Effectiveness data from the obstacles

planned for employment during runs two, four and six was not required to

reach a study conclusion.

The battle simulation vas fought from the enemy attack positions, east

of north/south grid line N48, to the vicinity of grid line N338, a distance

18



of ten (10) kilometers. light of these ten kilometers contained obstacles.

although not in the originally planned density. T 59. 5 shows the times

required for each of the simulation runs, and provides some initial insight

into the effect of obstacles on an eny force.

TABLE 5

SAETLK SIMLATION TUMS

DS CASE 12:00 Brs. 16:11 Brs. 4:11 Era.

U #3 12:00 Irs. 15:46 Ira. 3:56 Irs. -0:15 Min.

RUN #5 12:00 lir. 17:03 Ire. 5:03 Rrs. +1:08 are.

RIN #7 12:00 Ire. 17:03 Ers. 5:03 Irs. -

Note the anomaly between the times recorded for the base case and run three

(3). Resolution from the four eliminated runs ight have provided some

rationale for this fifteen (15) minute reduction in run time when obstacles

were added to the simulation. This is a definite problem which defies

logic. With the tactics and techniques of the opposing forces and their

supporting elements held constant for all runs, the addition of more coibat

multipliers on one side or the other will have a measurable impact. There-

W fore, the only logical explanation for the problem (a shorter versus longer

battle) is the human element. Controllers and gasters gain experience as

they work with any simulation. Their ircreased efficiency must have

reduced the artificial delays recorded in the base case run, causing the

anomaly in battle times. Logically, using the results of encounters in run

seven (7) and interpolating, run four (4) should have lasted approximately

swvet (7) minutes longer than the base case run (4:18 ve 3:56). This

concluaior is supported by the difference in battle times between runs

19



F2.

three (3) and five (5), one hour ant eight minutes (1:08), and an analysis

of th obstacles encountered. The run five (5) iacresse canu Jefinitely be

attributed to the addition of more effective obstqcles. Forty percent more

obstacles were planned for run five (5), but actually only fifty (50) were

g.med during both runs. Fifty (50) conventional obitacles during run three

and forty-thre (4j) conventional obstacles and seven (7) hand emplaced

%sinefields during run five (5).

The more significant point concerns the fifty-two (52) minute increase

in battle time recorded butween the base case run and run five (5). The

oeven (7) minefields added for run five (5) accounted for most of the

increase, considering a delsky rat,o of six (6) for minefields to one (1)

for other obstacles (6:1). Any inarease in delay time at each obstacle is

vital to the increased effectiveness of the weapons covering that obstacle

by fire, but is not significant in its own right.

ENCOUNTERS

The measure of overall weapon system enhancement is dependent upon

what occurs euring all enemy encounters with an obstacle. This simulation

documented and recorded an encounter each time an enemy platoon size force

Centered an obstacle. The encounter terminated when the platoon departed

the obstacle. The characteristics of an obstacle encoanter are explained

in Appendix 3. Table 6 shove the results of the one hundred-thirty-seven

(137) obstacle encounters that occurred during simulation run seven (7).

Encounters from earlier runs were repeated during run seven (7), changing

ony when a minefield obstacle replaced another obstacle in the memory.

Therefore, earlier encounters will not be analyzed in terms of enhancement.

Their only contribution, because of the fifty (50) obstacle limit, was to

reprove the fact that minefields are the most effective type of obstacle.
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Of the fifty (50) obstacles employed during run seven (7), only twenty-

eight (28) were encountered by some portion of the enemy force, an encoun-

ter rate of fifty-six (56) percent. Forty-two (42) enemy platoons made the

one hundred-thirty-seven (137) encounters; and was each delayed an average

of twenty (20) minutes. The effect of these enco~nters can be judged by

comparing the losses to the enemy force without obstacles to the loses

incurred after obstacles were employed (Table 7, Enemy/Friendly Losses).

For simplicity's sake, only the base case and run seven (7) are compared.

Data for all enemy weapons and personnel are included. Table 7 provides

simliar data for the defending forces.

I!NUCEMENT

The results show a considerable increase in enemy losses and a signif-

icant reduction in friendly losses when comparing run seven (7), where

obstacles were employed, with the base case without obstacles. Obstacles,

on average, increased total enemy losses by 197 (twelve (12) percent) and

reduced friendly losses by 96 (seventeen (17) percent). Antiarmor weapon

systems losses for both sides are compared in Table 8, Causes of Antiarmor

Weapon System Losses. The effect of obstacle employment was obvious during

run seven (7). Forty-five (45) enemy antiarmor systems were destroyed just

by the obstacles, yet the increase in total enemy losses was only fifteen

(15). Four (4) less friendly antiarmor systems were lost in run seven (7)

than during the base case run. In terms of pure enhancement, the M-113 TOW

and the Dragon were the only systems to generate supporting data. TOWa

killed three (3) more T-62s with obstacles employed, a three-fold enhance-

ment. Dragons killed one (1) additional BMP and two (2) more BRDqs with

obstacles employed, also a three-fold enhancement. The anthor could not .
determine if the CATTS model would accept fire commands from defending

21



TABLE 6

OBSTACLE ENCOUNTERS

OBSTACLES NUBER OF PERSONNEL EQUIPMENT MINUTES OF
ENODUNTEED ENCOUNTERS IOSSES IOSSES DEAY

By-07 7 30 3--TR-60 291
1-BRDM
3-T-62

TD-12 3 0 0 9,, BM-29 9 45 6-BTR-60 265
1-BEDM-
2-T-62

BC-25 15 0 0 93
BMD-27 5 30 5-BTR-60 53
TD-18 1 0 0 3
BB-49 1 0 0 38

MBD.-45 4 11 1-BTR-60 125
1-T-62

I4-43 10 39 5-BTR-60 914
2-T-62

DMA-39 7 26 3-BTR-60 204
2-T-62

Bc-61 1 0 0 2
BC-99 2 0 0 18
TD-40 10 0 0 49
BB-41 2 0 0 10
AB-57 6 0 0 22
TD-64 2 0 0 6
DMB-59 1 3 1-T-62 30
FIMD--75 10 24 2-BTR-60 141

2-T-62
FIMD-55 6 2? 3-BTR-60 73

3-T-62
CMA-51 1 1 0 163
AB-93 6 0 0 31
TD-88 6 0 0 27
TD-152 5 0 0 26
FIX-97 1 3 0 57
BC-73 2 0 0 13
AC-153 3 0 0 12
A-j89 3 0 0 9
.B-14L 2 0 0 _12
28 ea. 137 ea. 239 ea. 28-BTR-60s 2696 min. TOTAIS

2-BRDMs
17-T-62s
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weapoo systems, against enemy systems in an obstacle, while the obstacle

sub-module was calculating an encounter. If not, enhancement would only be

influenced when targets not delayed by an obstacle were engaged, an unsatis-

factory situation. Although this limited data must be judged inconclusive,

some promising trends appeared. Shorter range weapon systems successfully

engaged more enemy antiarmor weapon systems when obstacles were employed.

This factor could be extremely important during battles conducted under

conditions of reduced visibility. More longer range defending antiaruor

weapon systems survived when obstacles -ere employed. LAWs were the only

system to suffer higher losses (22 vs 17) while a total of nine (9) fewer

longer range systems yore lost. This is significant from the perspective

of being able to mass more direct fire, for longer periods of time, on an

V advancing enemy.

Correction of many of the CATTS model weaknesses uncovered by this

study, or design of a nev model, is essential to further development of the

weapon enhancement concept. Perhaps the most important change should be

the ability of the model to accept direct fire engagements against enemy

systems vhile they are encountering obstacles. The ability of the model to

accept minefield density and probability of eadcounter data is also essen-

tial. Some minefields could then be made more effective than others. Next

in importance would be better definition of vhat happens to a vehicle

encountering an obstacle. Not all mines kill, some merely immobilize the

target. CATTS seems to have a characteristic vhich provides minefields

-. vith more lethality than is appropriate, but that's the subject for another

study. Even tbougL the results obtained by this limited analysis were not

significant, some antiarmor veapon system enhancement was demonstrated, and

a trend confirmed. Future studies must continue to pursue the answer to

the enhancement question.
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All data in this chapter was derived from the following computer simu-
lation printouts.

1. Combined Ars Center, Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, "S.mea~t
151611 " CATTS, 3 June 1983.

2. Combined Arms Center, Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, "JunThraU
151H§ CATTS, 7 June 1983.

3. Combined Arms Center, Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, jAun.Fjve.
151704." CATTS, 6 June 1983.

4. Combined Arms Center, Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, "Junlay.Y
151703. CATTS, 6 Jume 1983.
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CNAPATU IV

COICLUSIONS AND UCONIMD TIONS

CONCLUSIONS

Analysis of the output data obtained from the CATTS model resulted in

several concrete conclusions and other reasonably verifiable trends. The

author would, however, caution the casual reader not to use these results

as factr The CATTS obstacle sub-module is still too simplistic to accu-

rately support conclusions about how much defending antiarmor weapon sys-

tes are enhanced, in terms of increased enemy kills, by the employment of

obstacles, or to game obstacle effects and characteristics properly.

Three conclusions, which have been proven during earlier analyses.

were recoef Aied during this study. Enemy losses increase, friendly losses

decrease anu ,ittle time increases when obstacles are employed. Most of

the additional enemy losses during this simulation were caused directly by

minefields. The increased battle time was also directly attributable to

the delay casu by obstacles at a ratio of about 6:1. minefields to other

obstacles. Insufficient data is available to document what caused the

reductiou in friendly force losses; however, one theory holds some promise.

Obstacle delay reduces enemy momentum and causes the small unit encounter-

ing thed obstacle to temporarily assume a defensive posture. When this

occurra, friendly defending forces are better able to concentrate an

increased volume of aimed fire on small groups of attackers, while reducing

their own vulnerability through more infrequent exposure. Extra time also
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I
leads to better tactical employment of weapons. Other factors, such as the

reduced volume of essmy supporting fires, also provide an advantage.

Analysis of the losses to antiarmor weapon systems on both sides

shoved some trends, but the date was inconclusive. Fifteen (13) more enemy

astiarmor systems were lost (128 vs 143) while four (4) less friendly

systems were killed (66 Ye 62). The loas/suvival data for tanks was the

most dramatic. Dragons, LAgs and obstacles accounted for the increase in

eamy losses (449) while losses caused by the 3-60 Al tank and those due to

other reasons decreased (-34). Friendly system losses to the 51DM and BTR-

60 increased (.9), while those caused by BMPs, IPG-7s and the T-62 tank

decreased (-13). The trend shows shorter range friendly antiarmor systems

performing better with obstacles (8/13) at the expense of longer range

systems (60/34). The same was true for enemy systems. Shorter range

weapons except the IMP and RPG-7 did better (34/40) compared vith the T-62

(28/28). Inhancement, therefore, cannot be confirmed and possibly could be

disproved by the results. Nowevec, unanswered questions about the manner

in which the model treats a simultaneous obstacle encounter and direct fire

engagement of the ssoe group of enemy vehicles precludes the author from

reaching this conclusion.

RUCORKENDAT g

Continued study of this subject is essential to the Army, especially

as the cost of weapon systems increases. An accurate and unchallengable

study, however, requires some changes to existing models and procedures.

Any obstacle sub-module must be able to accept the number of obstacles by

type that best supports a given couander's concept of operations. An

artificial storage or memory constraint is unacceptable. A better system

to differentiate between the effectiveness of obstacles is also necessary.
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Large bridge or crater obn~acles, in areas where bypass is difficult, delayI

p enemy forces longer tha-I similar obstacles in open terrain. More deuse

winefields attrit more enemy aywtsa delay forces for longer periods of

tins, ad are more difficult to bretch/clear than loe dense fields. These

critical characteristics must be ganed, Ec model used should also be

closely examined in terms of interface ability. Simultaneous engagement of

enemy forces by all available defending syntems is essential. A direct

fire engagement, for example, cannot be held up while the computer pro-

ceases an obstacle engagement against the same group of enemy forces.

Most importantly, the subject of how uon-wtcapon systems contribute to

success in battle must be pursued. Without the ability to prove conclu-

sively the value of an organization or capability to battlefield success,

the entire structure of that organization is vulnerable to the axe of force

p planners as they search for more effective and efficient organizations in

thia era of reduced strength and increasing technical sophistication.
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APflIDII 1

(Classification)

Copy nio. of ._Copies52d Mach Div

Alsfeld mu1922), ]FG
140800 A Aug 19_
yZ51

OPO D 20

Refeenc: Map, Series 1745, Deatschland, sheets L5120, 5122, 5124, 5126,

5128, 5320, 5322, 5324, 5326, 5328. Scale 1:50,000.

Tim Zone Used Throughout the Order: Alpha

Task Ortanizition:

Phase I

TF MK (Covering Force Units)

TF 1-77 Mech (-) TF 1-23 Cav
A/1-3 Amor 2-631 FA (155,8?) (DS)
2-633 FA (155,SP) (M)) 3/A/-441 ADA (VULSP) (DS)
2/A/-41 ADA (VUL,SP) (DS) 3/)/52 Ing (DS)
11DI52 Ing (DS) 1/C/52 lg (OPCON)
11A152 Rag (OPCOR)

TF 1-3 Aruor (-)
A/1-77 Mech
2-632 FA (155,SP) (DS)
1/A/1-41 ADA (VULSP) (DS)
2/D/52 Ing (OS)
1/3/52 Ing (OPCON)

TYe IIIK CONTROL

C152 CIT AVI BN (OPCON)
61st IA de
2-618 (8,SP)

A/l-441 ADA (VUL,SP) (DS)
D/52 lng (DS)
1 I/52d CiWI

(Classification)



(Claaification)

lot ado
1-82 Nob
1-SI lIch

1-25 Armor
C/32d, Ing -)(DS)Cl5Ide h - H

2-120 ut.
1-78 lNech
1-2 Armor
1/524 lUS (-) (D)

3/500th Cbt Ing Iu (Corps) (0PCOI)
1,2/3/52d Avu (OPCOI) (On Order)
733d Trans Lt/dm Trk Co (Corps) (DS)

3/B/52d CMI (GB)

3d de
1-79 Nech
1-4 Armor
1-5 Armor
C/1-441 ADA (DS)
C/500th Ing (OPCON)
2/3/52d CVI (GS)

Div Arty
1-40 VA (155,SP)
1-41 FA (155,SP)
1-42 FA (155,5P)
1-43 VA (8,8?)

Div Trp
1-41 AA (C/V) (-)

500th lu In (-) (DS)
52d Cbt Avu (-)
2-461 AD (DS)
52d CiZW (-)
52d Ing g-)
52d NP Co
52d IBC Def Co
52d Sig n

DISCON
52d Fin Co
52d Maint
52d Med
52d S&T

(Classification)
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(Classification)

Phaae 11
h se let Md.

2-120 Zuf 1-1 Nech
1-78 Nch 1-82 kNch
1-2 Armor 1-25 Armor
1-77 Mech C/S2d Rag (DS)
1-41 ?A (DS)
A/1-41 AD (DS)
3/52d Iq (0s)

I/500th Cbt ng Bn (Corps) (OPICON)
1.2/I52d Avn (OPCON) (On Order)
733d Trans LtlNdm Trk Co (Corps) (D8)I4 31/52d CIV (GS)

3d Bde
1-79 Mecb
1-3 Armor
1-4 Armor
1-5 Armor
1-42 PA (DU)
3/1-441 AD). (DS)
D/52d In& (DS)A/500th Ing (OPCON)
2/B/52d CIWI (GS)

D Av Arty
1-40 FA
1-43 FA
61st FA lide

2-631 ?At
2-632 FA
2-633 FA
2-618 FA

52d Tgt Acq Stry

(Classification)
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(Classificat ion)

Div Trp DISCO
1-23 Caw 52d Fin Co
1-441 AD (C/V) (DO) 52d Maint
500th la8 in (-) 52d Med52d Cbt Ava 52d S&T

52d lus D R-)
52d MP Co
52d NC Def Co
524 Sig in

:1. ]L TZO.•

a, jmxlazra Annex A (Intelligence).

b. Friendly Forces.

(1) 10th US Corps establishes covering force along inner Gersan
boundary (1GB) and defends in sector 142000A Aug 19_. 201st ACR covers
movement of corps into defearive positions, then screens corps left flank.
23d And Div establishes CC along IGB, then defends in sector on the left
flank. 54th Mech Div establishes CF along the IGB, then defends in sector
on the right flank. 313th Sep Mech Rde is corps reserve.

(2) Elements of the 10th TAF support 52d Mech Div.

(3) 2-461 ADA (Imp Hawk) DS 52d Mech Div.

(4) 1-431 AiM (C/V) GS 52d Mach Div.

(5) 500th Cbt Ig Bn (Corps) DS 52d Mech Div.

c. Attachments and Detachments. Task Organisation.

y2. fIss12.

52d Hech Div establishes covering force along inner Cerson boundary
(IGB) frou N3735.85 to N3628119, and defends in sector frou N3510370 to
15410108, not later than 142000 Aug 19_.

3. M

a. Conceot of Oeration.

(1) Maneuver. The defensive operation will he conducted in two
phases with Phase I rein& a defensive battle fought in the CFA and Phase II
the defense of the MA&. Div establishes covering force consisting of TF
IKE vith 1-23 Cay, 1-71 Mech, and 1-3 Aror. Div defends in MCA with 3d
Bde on the left and 2d Ide on the right. lst Ide is Div reserve. TF IKE

(Classification)
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conducts covering force operations in the CPA from the IGB to PL YELLOW,
upon completiou of the covering force mission, 1-23 Car viii screen the Div
lef t flank, while 1-77 Mech and 1-3 Armor will cone under the control of 2dde, respectively. lot Bde be prepared for early and violent commitment
both within the MBS and across the FEBA.

(2) Fires.

(a) Priority of air and artillery:

I. Phase I. TF 1-3, TP 1-77, 1-23 Cav in order.

j. Phase II. 3d Bde, 2d Bde, 1st Bde in order.

(b) All available artillery viii support the CF operation.
Priority of artillery is to counterfire.

(c) Priority of air defense to forces in the CF area; then CP

L0^s, supply facilities and bridges in the MBA in division rear area, 3d
Ide, 2d Bde, and lot Bde in order.

(d) Pars 3h, Fire Support.

(3) Obstacles.

(a) Priority of obstacle effort:

1. Phase I. TF 1-3, TF 1-77, 1-23 Cay, 3d Bde, 2d Bde, 1st Bde,
LOCs, division rear area in order.

2. Phase II. 3d Bde, 2d Bde, let Bde, division rear area in

order.

(b) Annex C (Obstacle).

b. 1lt Bde.

(1) Phase I. Pars 3p, Coordinating Instructions.

(2) Phase II.

(a) Maintain maximum dispersion to lessen effect of potAle
chem/nuc attack.

(b) Priority of commitment to 3d Bde sector.

K" (c) Be prepared to release one zecl company for rear area
security.

c. 2d Ide.

.r (1) Phase I. Para 3p, Coordinating Instructions.

(Classification)
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M 7.77 
-rW 77.77 -.- 7-W

(C lass ificat ion)

(2) Phase II.

(a) Defend in sector.

(b) Establish and man contact points along PL YELLOW immediately
on initiation of hostilities.

(c) Assist rearward passage of coveriug force.

(d) Be prepared to receive 1-77 mech from covering force.

(e) Maintain a defense with #2ements of 54th Mech Div along
Division southern boundary.

(f) Be prepared to assist offens" e operations by ,st Bde in
ector.•

(g) Plan on employment of two 23T and one 5KT weapons in your
sector contingent on release of the corps package.

d. 3d Bde.

(1) Phase I. Para 3p, Coordinating Instr-ictiona.

(2) Phase II.

(a) Defend in sector.

(b) Establish and man contact points along PL YELLOW immediately

upon initiation of hostilities.

(c) Assist rearward passage of covering force.

(d) Be prepared to assist offensive operations by 1st Bde in
sector.

(e) Be prepared to receive 1-3 Armor from covering force.

(f) Maintain a defense with elements of 23rd Armor Div along
Division northern boundary.

(g) Plan on employment of three 21T and two 51T weapons in your
sector contingent on release of the corps package.

e. _=_ Cav.

(1) Phase I.

(Classification)
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(Classification)

(a) On order establish defensive positions in forward sector
from 1B735384 to 1B670301.

(b) Conduct delaying operation in CFA forward of phase line
YELLOW to attrite assaulting first-echelon elements east of 52nd Mech Div
FEBA.

(c) Maintain coordinated defense with 23d Arud Div covering
force along the division northern boundary.

(d) Conduct coordination for passage vitb 3d Bde at contact
points 1 and 3.

(2) Phase II. Conduct passage on order.

(a) On completion of CF operations (Phase I) revert to Division
control; occupy BP 7.

(b) Be prepared to screen Div North flank or integration into
MBA on order.

f. TF 1-3.

(1) Phase I.

(a) On order establish defensive positions in forward sector
from NB67030 to NB664218.

(b) Conduct delaying operation in CPA forward of Phase Line
YELLOW attrite assaulting first-echelon elements east of 52d Kech Div FEBA.

(c) Conduct coordination for passage with 2d and 3d Bdes at

contact points 5 and 7, effect passage on order.

(2) Phase II.

(a) On completion of CF operations (Phase 1) revert to 3d Bde
control, occupy BP 8.

(b) Be prepared for integration into MBA on order.

g. TF 1-77.

(1) Phase I.

(a) On order establish defensive positions in forward sector
from NB664218 to N626120.

(Classification)
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(Classification)

(b) Conduct delaying operations in CFA forward of Phase Line
*YELLOW to attrite assaulting first-echelon elements east of 52nd lNech Div

mBA.

(c) Maintain coordinated defense with 54th lMech Div covering
force along the division southern boundary.

(d) Conduct coordination passage with 2nd Ide at contact points
9 and 11. Conduct passage on order.

(2) Phase 11.

(a) On completion of CF operations (Phase I) revert to 2nd Ide
control; occupy BP 14.

Wb Be prepared for integration into MBA on order.

h. Fire Support.

(1) Field Artillery:

(a) General.

j. Priority of fires to TF IKE for CF mission, on order to 3d
* Ide for MBA battle.

21. Counterf ire priorities: enemy mortars and FA affecting
committed Bdes, then nuclear capable fire systems.

(b) Organization for combst.

j. hase 1.
1-40 PA GSR 61st PA Bde
1-41 FA GSR 61st FA Bde
A-42 FA GSR 61st FA Bde
1-43 FA GSR 61st PA Bde

61st FA Bde: attached to TK IKE
2-631 FA (1559?P): DS TP 1-23
2-632 FA (155,5?): DS TF 1-3
2-633 FA (155,SP): DS TP 1-77
2-618 FA (8,9?): P

52d Tgt Acq Btry: GE

(Classification)
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(Classification)

.. Phase II.
1-40 FA 081 142 FA 2 DO 1st ide
1-41 IA DO 2d Bde
1-42 YA DO 3d Bde
1-43 FA GO 52d Koch Div
2-631 FA GO 52d Mach Div
2-632 FA reinf 1-41 FA
2-633 FA roinf 1-42 IA
2-618 IA GO 52d Mach Div
61st IA Ids: &It* div arty TOC
52d Tgr Acq Btry: GB

(c) Special Instructions.

j. BEAD missions, when directed, will spersede all other
priorities.

2. DIVARTY units viii not exceed 50 percent of CSR on reinforc-
ing CF arty.

. MBA arty units will maintain silent status ia forward supple-
mental positions near FEBA until artillery units support covering force
cross Phase Line yellow.

4. CSR: (DTG) 142400 Aug 19 162400 Aug 19_.

HE ICM(AP) ICM(DP) ILLUM BHK

155=m 90 25 40 20 10 10

8 in. 70 20 30

(2) Close Air Support.

(a) General.

j. Seventy CAS sorties, 10 ILI sorties allocated to 52d Mach Div
for planning purposes from 142000A Aug 19 to 152000A Aug 19.

2. Priority of employment of CAS sorties to TF IKE for CP

battle, then 3d de for NBS battle, on order 2d Bde MRA battle.

(b) Allocation for planning purposes only.

j. TF MII: 26 CAS sorties.

2 l est Bde: On order when committed.

(C l, ssification)
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(Classification)I. 2d Bde: 10 CAB sorties.

L. 3d di: 20 CAB sorties.

.. Div Control: 16 CAB sorties, 10 RAI sorties.

(W) Special instructions.

j Two sorties per mission for planning purposes.

2. Air support radar teams available thru FSE.

3. Groups of less than 10 armored vehicles are not lucrative CAS
targets.

L. Response time: strip alert - 30 nin.
air alert - 5 min.

(4) Nuclear.

(a) General. 52d Kech Div provides nuclear fire support for the
authorized corps package. All nuclear targets will be approved/released by
Cdr 52d Mech upon release by NATO/CORPS.

(b) Prescribed Nuclear Load.

155-rn 8-in

0.2~ ~ ~ ~ KT -r XT 8R

1-40 FA 15 5

1-41 FA 15 5

1-42 FA 1i 5

1-43 FA 15 5

Wc) Constraints:

j. Preclude the following collateral damage with high assurance
in population centers over 5,000 population.

o(a) Five percent incidence of injuries requiring hospitalization
.,• 'to personnelI.

() Five percent incidence of moderate damage to single-story
masonary buildings.

(Classification)
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(Classification)

2. Do not exceed negligible risk to uawarned, exposed personnel.

(d) Target Defeat Criteria. Achieve at least 30 percent
immediate transient incapacitation; i.e., 3,000 rad, to personnel in enemy
maneuver units in the first- and second-echelon regiments, and 50 percent
imediate transient incapacitation to personnel in artillery units.

(e) Nuclear Strike Warnings. Div SOP.

f) On release of the corps package, brigade commanders will
select targets for the following weapons:

155-n howl.2 IT $-in howl2 KT Totals

3d Bde 2 1 3

2d Bde ..L

5 38

(5) Chemical.

(a) General. Chemical fires will be initiated only after OPFOR
first use. Approval/release will be authorized by this Headquarters. Due
to limit ,d delivery assets available chemical fires will be controlled at
brigade level and reserved for most lucrative targets.

(b) Prescribed chemical load.

GB V UD

1-40 FA 200 50 50
1-41 FA 200 50 50
1-42 FA 200 50 50
1-43 TA 50 30
2-618 FA 50 30
2-631 PA 200 50 50
2-632 PA 200 50 50
2-633 PA 200 50 50

() Constraints.

1. Preclude use of persistent agents on target areas which are
likely to be traversed by friendly units.

. Do not exceed negligible risk to personnel from downwind
hazard.

(d) Target Defeat Criteria.

(Classification)
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(Classification)

Sunrise Doaae AttAck

(1) Ron-Persistent Agent (GB). TOT with adequate number of
rounds fired in mission to obtain a 50 percent coveras of target area with
a casualty producing dosage.

Total Dosage Attack

(2) Persistent Agent (V or RD) with adequate number of rounds
fixed in mission to obtain an 90 percent coverage of target area with a
casualty producing dosage.

(e) Chemical Strike Warnings. Div SOP.

(3) Fire Support Coordinating Instructions.

(a) Fire planning and control.

j. 10th Corps ISCL is the IGB, eff upon initiation of
hostilities.

.j. During Phase 1, CFL established by Cdr, TF IKE.

3. During Phase II, CFL establirhed by Cdr, 52d Div.

(b) Safety.

1. Imergency caucellation of fires in clear text. Fires will be
resumed on failure to authenticate.

2. Thirty minute ztLAfication required by 10th Corps to change
FSCL.

i. Air. .e.qea
(1) 1-441 ADA: DS, protect TF IKE maneuver elements.

(2) 1-431 ADA (CV): GS, protect 61st FA Bde.

(3) 2-461 ADA (lupli,.'): . )rotect in priority 52d Div

support area 52d Div rear C..

(4) Annex I (Air Defense) (Omitted).

J. 52d CMI.,,

(1) Task organization.

(Classification)
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(Classifi ation)

(2) Annex A (Intelligence).

(3) Annex G (Electronic Warfare) (Omitted).
*1'4

k. Xnaineer Sunnort.

I. (1) General.

(a) Priority of Support to TI E, then 3d ide, then Div reserve
on order.

(b) Priority of missions are countersobility, survivability,
mobility in that order.

(2) Organization for Combat.

(a) Task organization.

(b) Div Engrs: 52d Engr:

() 500th Engr Cbt Bn: Div Control.

(3) Special Instructions.

(a) Priority for AV.B support to TI IKE, then 3d Bde.

(b) Annex C Engineer (Obstacle Plan).
1. 52d NBC Def Co: Prepare to release one plt to TF I2E and one plt

each to 3d Bde and 2d ide.

u. Div Try (-): Task organization.

n. DISCO.: 4

(1) Initial location vic ROHROD NB1718.

(2) Prepare to receive one Mech Co to assist in rear area
security.

o. Attack Relicopter Support:

(1) Phase I.

(a) C/52 (Atk Bel) OPCON TF IKE.

(b) i/52 (CBT SPT): div res; priority of opt to CF.

(Classification)
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(Classificat ion)

(c) D/52 (Atk Eel): div re, priority of apt to Cr.

d) 52d Ava Sn f-) GB:

(2) Phase 11.

(a) A/52: div ro; priority of apt to 3d Ide, 2d Bd., 'At Bd. in
order.

(W) C/52d Avu In (-) GS.

p. Coordinatine Instructions.

(1) Covering force units.

(a) Phase I.

j- Man contact peints in sector on establishing CF.
. Plan operations and fire@ across the international boundary,

but do not execute without approval of this iQ.

Establish and maintain crossing sites over the RAUNE River.
Authorization* for destruction delegated to CF coimander.

_. Prepare bridges over the VERA River for destruction.

Destruction authorizatiori delegated to CF commander.

. elease all attached elements on completion of passage of
units through FIZA to parent 52d Arad Div unit.

j. Release 1-23 cav to division control. Direct 1-23 move to
reserve BP 7 on completion of CF mission.

7. Enemy targets east of the Inner German border (IGB) will not
be engaged until authorization to fire has been granted by Cdr, 52d Mech
Div; or unless enemy violates the border. Covering force units report
engagement by hostile forces immediately to this HQ.

j. Be prepared to accept attachment of divisional/brigade forces.

j.. Be prepared to release unengaged forces.

10. Units will maintain FM listening silence weaL of the IG3
until hostilities commence or on order this HQ.

Jj. Report primary and alternate GSR locations to TF IKE S2 prior
to 142000.

(Classification)
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(Classification)

ii. 201 ACd overlay of active sinefields, obstacles, and barriers

in sector to be issued.

j1. 201 ACI forces will clear covering force area nLT 141800
August. Units will conduct area turn-over coordination.

PJL. All civilians have been evacuated from Div sector by 201 ACR.

.... Route priorities to 1-23 Cay, TF 1-3 Armor, TF 1-77 Mech, in
r that order.

j6. Movement Schedule: Annex B, Operations Overlay.

UNIT SP TIME AUM R TIME

1-23 Cay 1600 Gold 1845

TF 1-3 Armor 1600 Black 1740

TF 1-77 Mech 1600 Blue 1800

(b) Phase II. All CF units revert to control of Phase II parent

unit.

(2) Main battle area units.

(a) Phase I.

j.. Prepare battlefield along FEBA in sector.

1. Establish liaison with division CF control headquarters NLT
142000.

). Establish and maintain contact points forward of sector prior

to outbreak of hostilities.

4. Assist passage of CF elements through passage lanes/points.

* . Close passage lanes/points in sector on passage of CF

elements.

f. MBA brigades prepare bridges over the FULDA River for destruc-

tion. Destruction authority delegated to brigade commander after Phase I
(when CF has completed passage of FEBA).

17. Position AVLB assets to assist passage of CF.

(Classification)
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(Classification)

(b) Phase II.

. Bdes submit plans for use of CAB, ADA, CIWI, IV ILT 24 hours

after closing initial positions.

2.. hpedite mvement of CY units through and away from FERA.

(3) All units.

(a) Obstacles not executed immediately vill be guarded and
executed by maneuver units.

(b) Initiate coordination vith German Territorial Forces in
sector imediately.

(c) Attachments and detachments effective at 140600 August.

(d) Priority of road movement to corps reserve on commitment.

(e) III:

j1. When has threat at any command level committed his second
echelon?

2. When and where will the second-echelon TKD of the 24 CAA be
committed?

. Will the threat employ chemical or nuclear weapons? If so,

when and where?

(f) This plan effective on receipt.

4. SERVICE SUPPQRT.

Admin/Log Plan 6

5. COMAND AND SIGMAL.

a. Command.

(1) Phase I.

(a) Division main CP located 1B237187.

(b) TF IE (Division Tac CP) Assistant Division Commander--
Maneuver ADC-M control CF operations, located at n1 464341.

(c) Alternate div CP is Div Arty CP.

(Classification)
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(Classif ication)

i (2) Phase II.

(a) Division Main C? located 33237187.

5.5~ (b) Division Tac CP located 13405290.

(r) Alternate Div CP is 61st PA ide VQ.

b. Ij~.Annex I (Communications-Electronics).

Current CEWI/CESI in affect.

AnLexes: A-Intelligence
B-Operation Overlay
C-Engineer (Obstacle Plan)
D-Service Support
X-lire Support
F-Air Defense (Omitted)
C--Electronic Warfar3 (Omitted)
i--Service Support Overlay
I--Communications-Electronics (Omitted)

P Acknowledge.

K~t, STRETCH

MG

OFFICIAL:
S/Waters

WATERS
G3

Distribution: A
6lat PA Bde

(Classification)
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APPENDIX 2

THREAT FKRCE TACTICAL CONCEPTS AND DOCTRINE

SEQUENCE OF COMMANDER AND STAFF ACTIONS

1. Commander keeps abreast of the tactical situation.
2. Combat directive received from higher headquarters. Commander studies
directive and plans for use of available time.
3. Warning instructions given concerning desired briefings, and time and
place of the issue of the commander's preliminary tactical decision. Staff
prepares briefings. Commander restates mission and makes estimate of the
situation based on staff briefings.
4. Commander gives his preliminary tactical decision to his subordinate
commanders and staff.
5. Commander and subordinate commanders conduct a verifying reconnkissance.
6. During reconnaissance, commander makes his final tactical decision:
and issues oral instructions to his subordinate commanders and staff
confirming or changing his preliminary tactical decision.
7. Staff prepares complete combat plans or orders based on the commander's
final tactical decision.

CONTENTS OF THE PRELIMINARY TACTICAL DECISION

1. Irformation on the enemy.
2. Mission of the command.
3. Missions of higher, supporting and adjacen.. units.
4. Commander's concept of the operation, tactics, direction of the main
and secondary efforts, immediate and subsequent objectIves of the command,
and control measures for offensive operations, assignment of echelons,
reserves, areas of responsibility, security area and control measures for
defensive operations.
5. Coordination measures required for main and secondary efforts.
6. Coordination measures required between subordinate, adjacent and
supporting units.
7. Task organization of the command and attached units, to include
special units and equipment.
8. Immediate and subsequent objectives for subordinate units in offensive
operations.
9. Mission and tactics for each stage of the operation.

10. Detailed procedures for combat support and service support.

Il-



FRONTAGES

OFFENSE DEFENSE

Main Attack Supporting Attack
Mtz rifle uiv (s1RD) 10-16 Km 20-30 Km 20-30 Km
Ntz re±e regt (M) 5-8 Km 10-16 Km 10-15 Km
Ks rifle bn (MRB) 1000-1500 m 1700-2300 m 5-7.5 Km
Tank div 12-15 Km 25-30 Km 20-30 Km
Tank regt 6-7.5 Km 12.5-15 Km 10-15 Km
Tank bn 1000-1500 m 1700-2300 m 5-7.5 Km

IOBJECTIVES
1. Immediate: Oriented on the enemy's direct support artillery and
brigade/division reserves. Seized by the division first eche1on.
2. Subsequent: Approximately 30 km from LD in nonnuclear; 60 km deep
in nuclear enviornment. It is the primary mission for a 24-hour period
as assigned to the division by the army commander.

OFFENSIVE ECHEIONMENT

Ist Echelon 2nd Echelon Reserve
NRD 2 MRR (+) I RR Tk regt(-
MJI 2 MRB I MRB Tk bn"(-)

MRB 3 MR Co None 1 Plt (AT, engr)
Tk div 2 Tk regt(+) I Tk regt(+) MR (3 MRB)
Tk regt2  2 Tk bn (+) I Tk bn 1 MRB(-)
Tk bn 3 Tk cos None 1 Plt (Tk, engr)

1. When a tk bn from the tk regt is attached to the MRR it may:
1 be assigned to the first echelon and provide direct fire support.

assigned to the 2nd echelon, or (3)be assigned to the reserve.
2. With an attached !'MB, the Tk regt may conduct pursuit operations

without attachment of HRR.

DEFENSIVE ECHEIDNMENT

I I st Echelon 2nid ECchelon Reserve

PM 2 MR 1 MRR Tk regt
MR 2NE3 (+) 1 MRB (+) Co-sized unit

The 2 MR Co(+) 1 MR Co (+) Platoon

Tk div The tk div is ill suited for the defense due to its limitedamount of mtz units. When forced to defend with a tk div,

every" effort 4ll be made to quickly replace it with a MRD.I. When in MR 2nd echelon, MRB normally defends in Ist echelon.
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MASS

I.To effect a bweakthrough, the WID or tank division will mass,
within its assigned zone of action, on a 4 to 7 killometer front.

4 31 Being extremely vulnerable to conventional and nuclear fire while
massed, the Soviet commander emphasizes speed for conduct of the
breakthrough. Two to four hours are allotted from the time the
division~ begins to mass until the breakthrough is completed and

the forces again begin to 34 siperse.

MD DELIBERATE ATTACK

(ILLSTRATION)

30~ -~ Li1st Ech 2nd Ech Res

B__ 1 -KmMAm
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GENERAL MISSIONS

Offensive takes the general form FRONT: Capture objectives that may
of deep tank thrusts be more than 550 Km away and, if the

situation permits, continue the advance
Infantry and tank forces ore org- an additional 500 Kms.
anized to break through the
forward enemy defenses and push COMBINED ARMS ARMY, Destroy enemy re-
deep into the enemy rear. sistance to the front and create gaps

large enough to permit employment of
Normally, two echelons are used; large mobile forces of the Army Group.
the 1st to make the breakthrough, Continue operations against deep enemy
encircle and destroy enemy forces; reserves and destruction of encircled
and create a gap for commitment enemy forces..
of the 2nd echelon. The tank
army is the exploitation force DIVISION, Breakthrough forces, break-
and passes through the gap. through defenses, destroy cohesive

defense, divide into small isolated
Assembly areas depend on the groups, destroy each in turn, and over-
terrain, type of operation, time run division artillery. Expected to
and other related factors. Areas advance to a depth of 70-100 Km in the
are usually large enough to permit first 24-48 hours.
2 Km between battalion size units.

REGIMENT, Breakthrough enemy forward
defenses, continue the attack against
division reserves.

BATTALIONt Breakthrough enemy forward
defensive positions to permit estab-
lishment of a gap that can be exploited.

CONCENTRATION FOR THE OFFENSIVE

GENERAL: Units not in contact concentrate 60-75 Km behind the FEBA.

IST ECHEIONs
ist echelon divisions move to assembly areas 20-30 Km behind the FEBA.

Move by battalion and regemental columns,preceded by AT units, to
attack positions or assembly areas 3-10 Km from the FEBA, during the
night

Arrive in attack positions just prior to the firing of preparations.

Tank regiment moves from as 4 eibly area after the start of the prepar-stion

20) ECHEION

Move from concentration areas to assembly areas vacated by 1st echelon.

Tank and self propelled units move during preparations.

rtillery units will not move until the last possible hour; which will
permit them to be in position 24 hour before the attack.
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TYPICAL MARCH FORMATION OF

THEIHM IZED RIFLE DIVISION

RECONNAISSANCE SCREN

I FORWARD SECURITY
ELEMENTS OF ADVANCE

1 DETACHMENT

-ADVANCE DETACHMENT

RECONNAISSANCE FORWARD
1*DETACHET DETACHML'NT
lVDEPENDENT INDEPENDENT ADVANCE GUARD

MISSION MISSION F G

L REAR GUARD I. U
.R A J(OF ADVANCE GUARD) A

ND 
NDKS ,9 ,

MAIN BODY

REAR GUARD

1 1 -6 a

p m

K ~ ~-. -



TACTICAL MARCH OF A
DIRECTION

NDTRIZED RIFLE DIVISONIRECIONas* OF
50 ADVANCE

J~DA

0

1 0 ~HQj

-41

P 1 MAIN BCDY

i 50 H

I I
REAR GUARD

6I

DETAHMEN

1 . The division is marching on four routes with three regiments up.* The left
motor rifle regiment has been allocated two routes.

2. Flank patrols and local security detachments are not shown. r
3. Engineer route opening detachments (OODs) will accompany march security

elements on each route.
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TANK AND MTORIZED RWIE BATTALIONS
IN TRE ADVANCED GUARD ROLE

IMTORIZED RIFIE BA'WON ADVANCE GUARD TANX BA7TALIOj *ADVANCE UAD

RECO PLTDIRECTION
AO OF

ADVANCEU M0 5 KNS

VANGUARD

n MDRTS

~HQ j~HQ

MAIN GUARD 1J

ABOU 3 SYC
ME FSVC __

REAR SECI PT IT

DIAGRAM: 2 BATTALION GROUPS IN THE ADVANCED GUARD ROLE

3OTEs Artillery under regimental control and the regimental anti-tank reserve
(Motorized rifle regiment only) may also move within the zone shown,
although these have not been included in the schematic.
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NMMOIZED RWIM RECT
ATT'ACK FROM LINE OF MARCH
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REIN RCZD NTORIZED RIFLE

BATTALION IN A M)UNTED ASSAULT

00 0 600

0@ S00 Os @00 0@00 000 000 @00

6666

•t

K)TE: Motorized rifle battalion reinforced by a tank company, 73mm antitank

gun battery, and a 120mm mortar battery.
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REINM)RCED INTRIZED RIFLE

BATrALIDN IN A DISUNTED ATTACK

'a- "o Vo o I_ -s

rrAS

0060

0

,,,,I

AA44

NOTEs Motorized rifle battalion reinforced by a tank company, 73mm antitank
gun battery and a 1 2Om mortar battery
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TVICAL DEFENSIVE ORGANIZATIONt SECURITY ZONE AND MAIN DEFENSE BELTS
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IN THE DEFENSE

- TFWD DETrS

SECURTY ZONE

3-5KM

FWD(
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TYPI.Ai. DEMSIVE ORGANIZATION OF THE REIG MCTS

OF A FIRST-kCHEWON 10TORIZED RIFLE DIVISION
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F~UPMEN~T CHABACTRI'~ICS

TABLE Is ROCKETS AND ARTILIERY

MAXIMUM RAIGE MAXIMUM RATE OF

CALIBER MODEL (METERS) FIRE (RPM)

132-mm How D-I 12,400 3-4
122-mm How1  D-30 15,300 7-8
152-mm G-i 1  D-20 18,500 5-6
130-ea Gun M-46 27,000 5-6

180-mm Gun S-23 30,000 1
122-mm2MRL BM-21 20500 40

FROG-7 (549-mm) 70,000 4/Bn120-su. Mortar M-43  5,700 6-7
240-mm Mortar M-53 10,000 1

N3TES: 1. Two £elf-propelled weapons, probably of 122-mm aud 152-mm
caliber, have entered the inventory of selected ground forces.
2. HE, nuclear, or ch3mical warheads.

TABLE 2t TANKS

MODEL WEIGHT HEIGHT CREW MAIN GUN BASIC
(Tolls) (FEET) LfZAD SECONDARI'

T-55 40 7.7 4 100-mm 43 7.62-am
MS (coax)

T-62 40 7.9 4 .15 -rm* 40 12.7-mm
(smoothbore) AA mg

PT-76 14 7.1 3 76-mm .40 7.62-mm
mg (coax)

ASU-85 14 6.8 4 85-mm 40 7.6z-mm
mg

NOTE *Maximum effective range of 115-mm is approximately 2,000 meters.
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TABLE 3: APCs AND RECONNAISSANCE VEHICLES

MODEL MOBILITY CREW PASSENGERS MAIN GUN SECONDARY SUPPLEMENTAL

BMP TRACK 3 8 73-mm 7.62-mm AT-3 SAGGER
(SMOOTH) mg (coax)

BTR-60 WI. 2 8 14.5vm 7.62-mra-
mg mg

BTR-50 TRACK 2 20 7.62-rmv
PK mg

BRDM-2 WHEEL 2 4 14-5-mm 7.62-mm
mg mg

NOTEs *The 57 or 85-mm gun can be mounted on the BTR-50PK.

TABLE 4: ANTITANK WEAPONS

MODEL VEHICLE RANGE FIRE NMER
(METERS) CONTROL 1A'UNCH&9S

AT-2 SWATTER BRDM 500-3,000+ RADIO-GUIDEJJ 4
AT-3 SWAGGER BRDM 500-3000 WIRE -GUIDFD 6

MIANPACK
100mm AT GUN TOWED 8,500 OPTICAL 18/BN

(T-12)
RPG-7V (SEE TABLE 5)

TABLE 5: SMALL ARMS AND RECOILLESS WEAPONS

CALIBER MODEL EFFECTIVE RANGE PRACTICAL
(MET'RS) RATE OF FIRE

7.62mm ARM 300 60
7.62mm 1mg RPK (BIPOD) 800 50-150
7.62mm mg PK 1,000 250
40mm AT lA0CHER RPG-7V 300-500 4-6
73mrm RCL GU1 SPG-9 1,000 -
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TABLE 6, ANTIAIRCRAFT GUNS

CALIBER M)DEL RANGE RATE OF FIRE . FIRE CONTRCL
23-mm ZU-23 2,500 1,000 OPTICAL23-mm ZSU-23-4 3,000 1,000 PER GUN RADAR/OPTICAL
.5?-rm ZSU-57-2 4,000 120 OPTICAL57.'iam S-6o 6,000 120 RADAR/OPTICAL

TABLE 7: SURFACE -TO-AIR MISSILES

MISSILE NAME SLANT RANGE (KM)* IVEL OF PROTECTICN
SA-2 GUIDELINE 45 HIGH ALTITUDE
SA-3 GOA 6-22 MEDIUrs-IOW ALTITUDE
SA-4 GANEF 70 MEDIUM-HIGH ALTITUDESA-6 GAINFUL 60 IOW AL.TITUDESA-7 GRAIL 3.5 LOW ALTITUDE :
SA-8 GEC'XO 10-15 lOW ALTITUDESA-9 GASKIN 7 OW ALTITUDE

NOTEs Exact ranges are classified j
HELICOPTERS

DESIGNATION RANGE CARGO TROOP CRUSING NOTES
(MILES) CAPACITY LImT SPEED

(oum) (MP)

MI-4
HOUND* 288 5,200 16 110 Piston engine, MG

in front under
MI-6 fuselage
HDOK* 120 26,450 65 155 Tvo shaft turbines

Stub wings. MC in

noseKI-8'""

HIP* 280 8,820 24 140 Two shaft turbines
Extermal mts for rkt
pods. Std tp carrier
for asslt ops,

KI-1 0
HARKE* 110 31,850 127 Two shaft turbines

(SLING IOAD) Flying crane. Sling
1?,600 designated MI-10K
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MI-12 230 66,000 132 Four shaft turbines
HD R* Rotor on tips of

wings. Worlds lgst
helicopter.

iI-24 260 8-12 122 Rocket pods & AT
HIND-A* missile launchers.

HIND-B has pods w/o
SAGGER launcher

NOTEs *U-KNATO designation.

BRIDGES

DESIGNATION CARRYING LENGTH ASSEMBLY NOTES
CAPACITY OF SPAN TIME

(TONS) (M/ F )
T-_54 ?TU 50 12.1/40.3 3-MIN Tank launched. Br pushed

fwd horizontally across gap.

(T-55) MTU-20 50 20.4/68 3-MIN Tank launched. Fold up ramps
both ends lowered before
launch. Horizontal launch.

INM 15 6.9/23 30-45-MIN Multi-span treadway. launch
fm rear of ZI1-157 truck

TNM 60 10.2/34 20-40-MIN Multi-span sissors treadway
br launched fm rear of KrAZ-
214 truck.

IPP LIGHT 12&40 3.9/13.1 1.5-3/NIN 1 ponton carried / truck

TPP HEAVY 50&70 3.6-4.8/12-16 .9-1.2M/MIN 6-8 ft of span / truck

PMP HEAVY 60 6.6/22 6M/MIN 4 section folding ponton
carried on ea truck.

NZhM-56 150 Used in rear areas. No west-
Floating RR ern counterpart.
Bridge
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AIR DEFENSE ARTIL11tY WEAPONS

WEAPON j4-.5.-m' 23-mm1  23~m 57 2 57-zm
CHARACTERISTICS ZPU-4 ZU-23 ZSU-23-4 ZSU-57-2 S-60

RE" 5 5 4 6 7
SIC OFAD () 4,800 2,400 UNK 316 200

MMUNITION AP/API HE/HEI HE/APHE
AP/API AP/API APIIATE OF FIRE

(R ~RPUBE)
CYCLIC 600 300-1,000 1,000 105-120 105-120
PRACTICAL 150 200 200 70 70

ON IMUM RANGE (M)
HORIZONTAL 8,000 7,000 7,000 12,000 12,000
VERTICAL 5,000 5,100 5,100 8,800 8,800
EFFECTIVE AA 1,400 2,500 3,000 4,CO 6,000

ELEVATION (DEG) +90 +90 +80 +85 +85
DEPRESSION (DEC) +8.5 -10 -7 -5 -4

TRAVERSE (DE) 360 360 360 360 0

MZLE VEIDCITY
(M/SEC) 1,000 970 970 1,000 1,000

VEHICLE TOWED TOWED MODIFIED MODIFIED TOWED
PT-76 T-54

SPEED (KM/HR) N/A N/A 44 418 N/A
CRUSI]l RANGE (I(M) N/A N/A 260 400 N/A

ENGINE N/A N/A 240HP 520HP N/A
6-IN LINE, V-12 DIESEL

DIESEL

TRENCH NIA N/A 2,800 2,700 N/A

STEP' MM NIA N/A 1 ,I00 800 ' N/A
SOPE (DEC) N/A N/A 30 30 N/A

TILT (DEG) NA N/A UNK 30 N/A

FORD (MM) NA N/A 1,070 1,400 N/A

NOTES: 1. Optical fire control system only.

2. Self-propelled system.
3. Has radar-directed fire control system.
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APPENDIX 3

CATTS OBSTACLE SUBHODULE

5.5.3 Obt•acl Subnodule

The CATTS obstacle Subodule determines per time-step, whether a given

unit encounters an obstacle vhile moving in the area of operation. An

obstacle obstruction causes the unit to move up uear the edge of the

obstacle and halt for a period of time. The delay time to be endured

depends upon the distance to be traversed across the obstacle, and the

number of personnel and the amount of engineering support available to help

reduce or breach the obstacle. A path through the obstacle is established,

and when the entire delay time has elapsed, the unit is jumped across the

obstacle. This submodule computes and updates all delay times and also

allocates available engineering support among those units stopped by

obstacl.s.

Figure 5-86 shove the subroutine linkages for this submodule. Brief

descriptions of the subroutines and their principal inputs and outputs are

provided in Table 5-37.

5.5.3.1 Oe-'

The Unit Movement Submodule provides the prime inputs which activate

the Obstacle Submodule. These inputs for a given unit consist of the

unit's present location (IXY(IU,K)), and its proposed new location (IUA(I),

IVA(I)). They establish respectively, the initial and terminal points of

the line segment defining the unit's intended path of movement. Note that

if a unit is to remain halted during the time-step, or if it is already

stopped by an obstacle, no obstacle encounters can occur. Full processing
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by the Obstacle Subnodule for such units is by-passed.

45.5.3.1.1 Obstacle Search

Given the initial (IXY(IUK)) and terminal (IUA(I),IVA(I)) points of a

unit's intended path of movement, the Obstaclo Submodule ezamines all

obstacles defined in the model to determine whether any of them viii stand

in the way (by subroutine OBSTACLE). Since an obstacle is modeled as a

series of connecting line segments (with endpoints IOBX(IIOBS), IOBY

(IJOBS)), and obstacle encounter is defined to be an intersection between

the line segment describing the unit's intended path of movement and at

least one of the line sagments comprising the obstacle. To qualify as a

0point of obstacle obstruction, the point must simultaneously be within the

closed segments of the movement path and the obstacle segment. To deter-

mine this, the equation specifying the infinite line passing through theIunit's path of travel is constructed. Similarly, the equation describing

the infinite line passing through a given line segment of the obstacle is

K established. The solution obtained when solving the above pair of equa-

tions simultaneously describes the point of intersection between the lines.

Note that a solution (i.e., intersection point) is guaranteed unless the

pair of equations describe parallel lines. Parallel lines will not yield a

solution. An intersection point found to be within the endpoints of both

the movement and the obstacle segments determines a legitimate obstacle

obstruction. All segments comprising each and every obstacle defined in

the model is checked in the manner deacribed above (by OBSTACLE).

Processing by the Obs cle Submodule continues, depending upon whether

obstructions have been found. When no obstructions occur (IOBNMBR=O)

further processing is by-passed, and the unit is allowed to move to its

proposed new location. On the other hand, should one or several obstruc-
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tions exist, the submodule determint 8 which obstruction is nearest relative

to the unit's present location (Subrtutine MEARONS). This establishes the

entry point into the first obstacle encountered by the unit as it attempts

to move during the time-step. Any delay time suffered by the unit viii be

with respect to this obstacle. The unit is made to stop at a point just

outside the obstacle near the point of entry (in OBSDELAY with local sub-

routine LOCATION).

5.5.3.1.2 Movi:n the Unit to the Edge of the Obstacle.

An obstacle encounter prevents a unit from moving to a desired loca-

tion and instead repositions the unit in front of the obstacle. The

submodule (subroutine OBSDELAY) attempts to relocate the unit as close as

possible to the obstacle without placing the unit within, on, or beyond the

obstacle. To achieve this, a small margin of distance (approximately 50

meters) away from the edge of the obstacle is maintained (local subroutine

LOCATION, in OBSDELAY).
The repositioning is accompanied by a change in the unit's movement

data and operational state (in OBSDELAY). This change reflects the fact

that the unit is being halted. However, before the change is implemented,

the units current state and movement data is saved (subroutine SAVEOLD).

This information is restored after the unit has endured its delay and

traveled across the obstacle; thus, the unit will be able to continue its

original mission. The following hard coded changes are done to delay the

unit:

(1) change its movement ccde (MVTCD(IU)) to seven (halted)

(2) change its operational state (IOPSTU(IU)) to 53 dismounted halted

11-
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Furthermore, the appropriate amount of delay time (OBSDIL(JU)) must be

computed and the exact path of movement across the obstacle must be estab-

lished (ISETOND(JU)).

5.5.3.1.3 Deterinina kit Point Out of Obstacle

The method of determining the exit point differs, depending on whether

the r0-tructins obstacle is an area of linear obstacle. Knowledge of the

exit point is required to establish the path to be taken through the

obstacle. This knowledge allows the total distance along the path to be

computed, which in turn is used to compute the period of delay to be

suffered by the unit.

The exit point is determined (in OBSWIDTN) by extending the line

segment describing the path of travel beyond the entry point until the line

intersects another segment of the area obstacle. Area obstacles are

modeled either as convex polygons, or as the union of rectangles; so the

existence of an exit point is guaranteed. The calculations involved in

determining an exit point is given by equation 3 of Section 5.5.3.3.

One type of area otatacle, minefields, demands special attention. The

line extension of the path of travel may not provide the shortest breach

path across the minefield. Special logic (subroutine BRCHPATH) exists in

the submodule to recompute the exit point to achieve the shortest breach

path across the minefield. Since all minefields are modeled as rectangles,

the shortest path across is usually the path normal to the side of the

rectangle containing the point Af obstruction (i.e., the entry point).

Thus the exit point corresponding to the normal path is computed. The

equations used to make such a determination is given by equatIon 2 of

Section 5.5.3.3. The submodule determines whether this new exit point is

III-4
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adopted; otherwise, the original exit point produced by line extension is

retained (in ODWIDTH).

The determination of an exit point out of a linear obstacle is less

complicated. A linear obstacle is modeled as a series of connecting line

segnus. Goometrically, line segments have no widths; thus, the point of

obstruction with a linear obstacle is treated as an entry point as well as

an exit point. For modeling convenience, however, a width of 10 meters is

assumed when delay times must be computed for linear obstacles.

5.5.3.1.4 Comoutation of Delay Time (Subroutine *GRSPT)

An obstacle encounter of any kind Qauses the unit to be delayed a

minimum of three minutes. Additional delLy time is added, depending on

several factors:

(1) the type of obstacle encountered (IOBSTYPE(IOBS))

(2) distance to be traversed across the obstacle (OBSDIST)

(3) the number of personnel vithin the unit available to help reduce

or breach the obstacle (1/2PERS(IU) or MAXWRKF(I))

(4) the availability of engineerira support (IENGR)

Obstacles can be reduced or breached at different rates according to the

type of obstacle encountered. The rate is measured in terms of manhours

per meter (TASK(I)). Table 5-38 presents a list of obstacle types along

with their associated reduction rates. The distance to be traversed across

an obstacle has a direct effect on the amount of additional delay time

assessed against the unit; the larger the distance, the greater the amount

of delay time. Recall that the submodule computes this distance from

knowledge of the entry and exit points.

The number of personnel in the unit (PERS(IU)) effects the computation

of aW4itional delay time. Units having a large quantity of personnel will
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have sore assets available to help reduce or breach the obstacle. The model

presently assumes that the unnit viii utilize half of its personnel to

accomplish this. Thus, sore personnel vithin the unit, means a smaller

amount of additional delay time assessed. The availability of engineering

support generally meant a reduction in delay timi. This effect is modeled

by including a multiplicative factor (EIGRFOR(T)) in the calculation of

delay time. The factor is a fraction having values ranging from tero to

one, inclusively (0.0 - reduces the delay time entirely, 1.0 - has no

effect on delay time). The multiplicative factor is a function of the type

of obstacle encountered. Presently, the engineering support factor for

each of the ten types of obstacles represented in the model is assumed to

be 0.5. These factors can be modified by model inputs as more accurate

data becomes available.

The total obstacle delay time assessed against a unit (OBSDEL(JU)) is

obtained by adding three minutes to an additional delay period. This delay

period is a function of the four factors discussed above. Equation 3 in

Section 5.5.33 illustrates how the four factors are combined to establish

the additional delay period.

5.5.3.1.5 Path to be Taken Through Obstacle

Even before modifying the unit's movement data or computing the delay

time, the submodule must construct the path to be taken eventually by the

unit as it travels through the obstacle. Recall that for a given obstruc-

tion, the exit point from the obstacle is knovu (EXITX,EXITY). Also, the

unit's current location (before it has been relocated in front of the

obstacle) is knovn (IXY(IU,K)). The path that will be taken is established

as follows. Construct the directed line segment such that the segment's

initial point is the unit's current location and the segment's terminal
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roint is the exit point out of the obstacle. The point obtained by extend-

ing this line segment a distance of 100 meters beyond the exit point

provides the destination (IBEYOND(JU)) which the unit must travel towards

to cross the obstacle. The IC3 meters (BEYOND) provides a margin beyond

the obstacle to ensure that the unit will clear the obstacle eutirely.

This margin is user defined by input and can be wodified readily. The

destination point 3.- ,eerenced by the submodule to initiate movement again

when the unit's delay time has elapsed (subroutine OBSUPDAT). Equation 6

in Section 5.5.3.3 describes how the destination piint is obtained.

5.5.3.1.6 Updatini Delay Times

Delay times assessed against units are decremented every time-step (by

OBSUPDAT). The amount decremented is equal to the period of time estab-

lished for a time-step (IDTIME). Delay times can also be reduced by the

presence of engineering support. However, the availability of engineering

resources is limited; an allocation scheme determines which units should

receive Jpport. The allocation scheme is discusaed in subsequent para-

graphs.

The updating function consists of four responsibilities (all in OBSUP-

DAT). The first involves decrementing the delay times of units stopped by

obstacles. This is done every time-step. Th, second responsibility handles

all movements uLross obstacles. When a unit's delay period has elapsed

(i.e., decremented to zero), movement data directing the trip across the

obstacle is referenced (IBLOND(JU). The unit's updated movement status

will allow it tu move scross the obitacle. The third responsibility involves

updating the uumber of engineering tasks currently in progress (IRTASKS,

IBTASKS). This is necessary for re-allocation of engineering support. Tie

re-allocation attempts to distribute reiources such that units suffering
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the greatest amount of delay viii have their delay times reduced. The

fourth responsibility deals with units supplied (by an engineering unit)

with rafts (subroutine H&AERAlFT). Units having vafts among its equipment

types will not be stopped by water obstacle (lakes or waterways). The

submodule viii determine wbether the utit has a raft and if so, will update

the unit's movements status so that it can ignore water obstacles. This

raft capability was developed during Government testing, and hass only been

used for testing purposes.

Update processing is done only for units halted by obstacles, or

moving through an obstacle. Units which are halted have their delay times

decremented. If after decrementation, the delay time remains greater than

zero, no further processing is conducted (the unit will remain halted). On

the other hand, if the delay time has decremented to zero, the movement

data necessary to guide the unit through the obstacle is set up (IOLDDATA

(JU),JOLDDATA(JU),KOLDDATA(JU),LOLDDATA(JU)). This involves referencing

the data describing the path to be taken through the obstacle, In particu-

lar, the unit is directed to move to a specific point (IBEYDND(JU)). The

specific point is the endpoint of the path through the obstacle. In addi-

tion, the engineering task (if any) associated with this unit is released

and made available for other halted units (IRTASKS,IBTASKS). Movement

continues until the unit arrives at its designated point on the other side

of the obstacle. Arrival will cause the unit's original movement status

(prior to being stopped by the obstacle) to be restored. This restoration

signifies the completion of the interaction between the unit and the

obstacle. !le unit has now breached the obstacle and is ready to resume

its original mission.
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5.5.3.1.7 Allocating Engineering igoort (Subroutine UGCUPDAT)

Engineering support can provide a substantial reduction in delay time.

The availability of engineering support (IERQR) is determined by the number

of active engineering support units within each army (ITYPEU(11T)-9). The

presence of at least one active engineering unit within a given army is

required for engineering support to be modeled.

Engineering support is represented by a reduction factor (ENGRFCTR(I))

which is applied to the delay time suffered by a unit when it has encountered

an obstacle. The support given to the unit is called a task and the amount

of reduction provided by the task depends on the type of obstacle stopping

I the unit. Presently, a maximum of ten engineering tasks can be conducted

concurrently within a given army. This maximum can be modified by changing

model inputs (MAXBTASK,MAXRTASK).

Available engineering support is distributed among those units (within

given army) which are unable to move due to obstruction by an obstacle.

Each request for support is granted automatically unless the limit (MAXBTASK

or MAXRTASK) has been reached. Once the maximum number of engineering

tasks being conducted simultaneously has been attained (for a given army),

additional requests are denied, until the number of tasks has been reduced

below the respective maximum. Requests are granted on the basis of longest

delay time (i.e., the unit being stopped for the longest period of time

(OESDEL(JU)) will receive engineering support first). If several units

have the same waiting time, requests are granted in namerical order accord-

ing to unit number. The allocation scheme attempts to distribute all

available engineering support every time-step.
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5.5.3.1.8 fingfifld ncolintery

Minef ields are a type of obstaci. (IOBTYP3) in the model which demand

special attention. They are unlike the other types of obstacles modeled

because of the following:

(1) minefields are the only area obstacles modeled which may comprise

of more than one disjoint vcectangular piece

(2) minefields are the only obstacles modeled which may inflict damage

and casualty

Like all other obstacle types, minefields are modeled which may impede the

progress of units and operational groupings.

Thus far, minefields are the only obstacle type modeled with the

capability of simulating damage and casualty. When a unit is detained by a

minefield, personnel casualties and/or damage to equipment must be accounted

for (subroutine OBSDELAY). This attrition depends mainly upon whether the

unit is mounted or dismounted (FTMVT(JU)). Dismounted units suffer one

personnel casualty when it encounters a minefield. A mounted unit will

have the first self-propelled vehicle in its equipment list destroyed; the
unit also suffers the expected number of personnel casualties associated

vitL Lai destruction of this vehicle (PCPEC(IEQ)). Personnel killed are

assumed to come from the most vulnerable classes. Casualty and damage

statistics are stored into memory (STATS(I,J,K)) for updating and alert

generation purposes.

Breaching a minefield consists of a series of calculations that deter-

mine the shortest route through the minefield (subroutine BRCEPATH). Since

minefields have a rectangle geometry, the shortest path across is usually

the path normal to the side of the rectangle containing the point of

obstruction. However, the normal path is not necessarily the shortest

path. For instance, when a unit's path of travel is such that it cuts the
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corner of the rectangle representing a minefield, the actual distance

traversed across may be less than the normal distance. Thus, when breaching

a minefield in the CATTS model, the path of least distance is established

and taken after the unit has suffered delay and casualties.

5.5.3.2 Assumtions and Data Sources

The assumptions used in constructing the Obstacle Submodule are:

(1) The CATTS math model assumes that 11 different types of obstacles

exist. The distinction between types lies mainly in the amount of

delay time assessed against a unit when it encounters an obstacle.

The ten types of obstacles (IOBSTYPE(IOB)) currently modeled are:

(a) crater field

(b) general mass obstacle

(c) minefield

(d) lake

(e) waterway (canal, river, etc.)

(f) concertina barrier

(g) fixed wall barrier

(h) ditch

(i) ravine

(j) cliff

(k) terrain

Obstaclc types a through f are termed area obstacles. Obstacles

submodule. Obstacles a through c and f, d, e and k are processed

by the Crot Country Movement are mathematically represented

either as:

(a) simple convex polygons, or
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(b) the union of a set of rectangles generated from a given

width and a series of connecting line segments which do not

close to form a polygon nor intersect each other except at

the connecting endpoints.

Obstacle types g through k are called linear obstacles because

they are simply comprised of a series of connecting straight line

segments.

Data Source: TRW Report 16905-6010-O-00, "Small Independent
Action Forces (SLAP) System Model User's Manual,"
Volume , 31 August 1971.

Engineering judgement by R. Cho at TRW.

(2) At the beginning of a simulation exercise, initial model inputs

should never locate units inside an area obstacle, nor should an

instructor interactively relocate units inside an area obstacle.

D Source: Engineering judgement by R. Cho at TRW.

(3) When defining a route of any kind in the model (this includes

special routes, and control measure routes), none of the route

points comprisiu& the route may be located inside an area

obstacle. Thus, any segment making up a route may @pan across an

area obstacle, but under no circumstances should the endpoints of

a segment lie inside an area obstacle.

Data Source: Engineering judgment by R. Cho at TRW.

(4) The path of travel required to cross an area obstacle will always

be given by a single straight line segment originating at the

point of obstruction and terminatiug at a point 100 meters beyond

the exit point out of the obstacle (IBEYOND(JU)). The endpoints

of the path of travel are different if a nearby bridge is used to
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cross the obstacle. In this case, the endpoints of the path of

movement are made to coincide with the endpoints of the bridge.

Rat&Sourc: Engineering judgment by R. Cho at TRW.

(5) Since a linear obstacle is modeled as a series of connecting line

segments, its entry point and the exit point coincide (at the

point of o'struction). Geometrically, line segments have no vidth;

but for modeling convenience, all linear obstacles are artifi-

cially assigned & width of 10 meters.

Data Source: Engineering judgement by R. Cho at TRW.

(6) When a unit encounters an obstacle, it is assumed that half of

the total number of personnel within the unit is used as a work

force to help reduce or breach the obstacle. The period of delay

to be endured by the unit depends in part on the number ef

personnel available to help reduce the obstacle; the more people

available to work, the shorter the delay time assessed against

the unit.

Dasa Source: Engineering judgement by R. Cho at TRW.

(7) When a unit encounterQ an obstacle of any type, it is delayed a

minimum of two minutes. However, additional delay is given

depending on the following factors:

1 (a) the type of obstacle encountered (IODSTYFE(IOBS))

(b) the distance to be traversed in order to cross ciier the

obstacle (OBSDIST)

(c) the availability of engineering support (IENGR)

(d) the number of personnel remaining in the unit to help reduce

the obstacle (l/2PERS(IU) or KAXWIF(I))

DLat iur": Engineering judgement by R. Cho at TRW.
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(8) Engineering support is assumed to exist in the model, if for a

given army, at least one of its units is an engineering unit

(ITYPIU(IUT)-9). If no engineering unit is active within a given

army, then engineering support viii not be available to that

army.

7i iat Siaz: Engineering judgment by R. Cho at TRW.

"" (9) Engineering suprort is allocated such that units suffering the

greatest amount of delay during the current time step will receive

first priority. Should several units be eligible (i.e., several

units have the same longest delay time), support is allocated in

numerical order according to unit number.

Data S : Engineering judgment by R. Cho at TRW.

(10) The effect of engineering support is to reduce delay time when an

obstacle is encountered. The reduction is represented by a

fraction (ENGFCTR(I)) having values which range from 0.0 (reduces

the delay time entirely) to 1.0 (no reduction of delay time

whatsoever). Each type of obstacle modeled has a unique engi-

neering reduction factor. Presently, it is assumed that the ten

different types of obstacles currently modeled, have the same

reduction factor of 0.5. However, since these factors are

defined by user inputs, they can be modified readily when more

accurate data is available.

pats Source: Engineering judgment by R. Cho at TRW.

5.5.3.3. lauation1

A discussion of the principal equations used in the obstacle submodule

logic has been deleted from this appendix. The data may be examined in the

original CATTS instruction booklet beginning on page 5-576.
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APPENDIX 4

STANDARD OBSTACLE DATA

GENERAL: Standard obstacles have been developed to permit rapid material,
transportation, installation time and installation effort estimates to be
made early in any obstacle planning cycle. The obstacles depicted on this
card have been developed based on typical terrain, threat capabilities,
and materials available in the European Theater of Operations. Standard
obstacles are designed on the building block principle. If the required
obstacle is larger than the standard obstacle, use multiples of the
standard. For example, if a 300 meter wide minefield is required, simply
plan to install three 100m standard minefields, multiplying the bill of
materials and installation time accordingly. For simplification, ease of
planning and flexibility, standard obstacles should be used in the General
Defense Plan whenever possible. Continued development and refinement of
these obstacles is essential.

OBSTACLE DESIGNATORS:

A-ABATIS D-DAM

AB-SINGLE lANE HIGHWAY BRIDGE DB-SINGLE TRACK RAILROAD BRIDGE

ABP.-SINGLE ANE HIGHWAY BRIDGE DBP-SINGLE TRACK RAILROAD BRIDGE,
PRE-CHAMBERED PRE-CHAMBERED

Ar_-DELIBERATE ROAD CPATER DM-(A-B-C-D) M-34 MINEFIELDS
.1,-AIRFIELD -(Pe = . 5)

FD-DOUBIE TRACK RAILROAD BRIDGE
AM-M-15 MINEFIELD (Pe=-.5)
A_ M-l5 MINEFIELD (Pe=.5 EBP-DOUBLE TRACK RAILROAD BRIDGE,

PRE-CHAMBERED

BB-DOUBLE LANE HIGHWAY BRIDGE FY-FERRY

BBP-DOUBLE ANE HIGHWAY BRIDGE,
PRE-CHAMBERED

BC-M-180 ROAD CRATER N_NAVIGATION IOCK

FB-FOOTBRIDGE P-POL FACILITY

BM-M-21 MINEFIELD (Pe=.5) PL-PIPELINE

BMD-M-21 MINEFIELD (Pe-75 PLT-POWERLINE TOWER
R-RUBBLE

CB-AUTOBAHN BRIDGE -
RS-RADI0 STATION

CBP-AUTOBAHN BRIDGE, -R
PRE-CHAMBERED .- TUNNEL

CC-ROAD CRATiR, PRE-CHAMBERED TD-TANK DITCH

CM-(A-B-C-D) M-34 MINEFIELDS TP-TUNNEL, PRE-CHAMBERED

TV-TELEVISION STATION

WO-WIRE OBSTACLE
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ABATIS

1. Designators A

2. Authority To Installs Maneuver Commander, All Levels.
3. Dimensions, 12x30 meters (width x length)
4. Installation Efforts 2 Squad Hours

5. Bill of Materialst DODIC WEIGHT CUBE
20 ea. 6 1/4 lb 04 chares MD23 151 lbs. 3

(5 ea 1 1/4 lb blocks/charge)

640 meters Det Cord 1456 77 lbs. 2.6 ft 3

6 meters Time Fuse M670

*4, ea Nfm-le~tice Caps M4131

4 ea Fuse Lighters 1766 2 lbs. .1 ft 3

6 ea M-15 AT Mines K180 294 lbs. 7.1 ft 3

4ea M-16 AP Mines K092 45 lbs. .8 ft 3

TOTAL 569 lbs. 16.2 ft 3

.28 tons

NOTESs This obstacle is designed to destroy 20 ea. 10 inch diameter
trees. Weight and cube calculations include packaging. Longer abatis
can be installed by using more than one standard obstacle. The dual

primed non-electric firing system will be set up as shown in figure I
below (omitted). The trees will be notched with an axe prior to the
placement of charges. Charges, secured with wire or rope, above ground
level on the side of the tree in the direction of fall. Time fuse should
be cut to allow one side of the obstacle to be detonated prior to the other.
This eliminates the possibility of trees deflecting one another from their
desired direction of fall, Once the abatis has been blown, the mines will
be placed throughout the obstacle to hamper enemy breeching.

M-21 MINEFIELDS

1. Designators BM

2. Authority to Installs Task Force (Battalion) Commnder
3. Dimensions: l00x58 meters (width x depth)

4. Density, .004 Mines Per Square Meter

5. Probability of Encounter, .5

6. Installation Time, 3 + Squad Hours
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7. Bill of Materialst IDDIC WEIGHT CUBE

23 ea. M-21 AT Mines Ki81 545 lbs. 24.9 ft 3

8 ea. M-16 AP Mines K092 90 lbs. 1.6 ft3

800 meters Barbed Wire 183 lbs. 1.9 ft 3

19 ea. Minefield Signs 8 lbs. .3 ft3

19 ea. Long Pickets 188 lbs. 2.6 ft3

TOTAL 1014 lbs. 31.3 ft3

.5 tons

)NOTESt This minefield is used for the same purpose and in the same
manner as the AM minefield. (omitted) No antihandling devices will be
employed. The utilization of the M-21 AT mine with the M607 tilt rod
fuse requires that the mine be buried to stabilize the charge.
Reporting: Reports for the BM minefield are the same as for the AM
minefielid.

Installation Procedures: (omitted)

REINFORCED MINEFIELD
1 , Designatort BD
2. Authority To Install Task Force (Battalion) Commander

3. Dinensions: 100x58 meters (width x depth)

4. Denisitys .008 Mines Per Square Meter

5. Probability of Encounter: .75

6. Installation Time: 5 Squad Hours

7. Bill of Materials: DODIC WEIGHT CUBE
44 ea. M-21 AT Mines K181 999 lbs. 45.7 ft3

8 ea. H-16 AP Mines K092 90 lbs. 1.6 ft3

800 meters Barbed Wire 183 lbs. 1.9 ft3

19 ea. Minefield Signs 8 lbs. .3 ft3

19 ea. Long Pickets 188 lbs. 2.6 ft3

TOTAL 146 lbs. 52.1 ft3

.73 tons
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NOTES: This minefield is used for the same purpose and in the same
manner as the AMD minefield. No anti-handling devices will be employed.
The utilization of M-21 mines with the M607 tilt rod fuse requires that
the mine be buried to stabilize the charge.
Reporting: Reports for the BMD minefield will be the same as for the
AM minefield.
Installation Procedurest (omitted)

M-34 MINF '-ID

1. Designatorss Normal Minefieldt CM, CMA, CMB, CMC, CMD
Reinforced Minefields DP, DMA, DMB, DMC, DM

2. Authority To Installs Brigade Commander (May be delegated to Task
Force (Battalion) Commander for short periods)

3. Dimensions 200, 400, 600, 800 and 1,000 x 100 meters (width x depth).
Width corresponds to the designator,.

4. Installation and Reload Times: install 15 minutes
Reload 20 minutes
Pod reload at ASP 1 hour

5. Bill of Materials for Supporting Engineerst
I ea. Aircraft Marking Panel
1 ea. Strobe Light (For Night Operations)

NOTESs The M-34 minefield can either be preplanned or employed as an
immediate obstacle, during the battle. In either case, the actions of
the supporting engineers will be the same. Normally, the installing
aircraft must be within one terrain feature away from the battle, or
enemy air defense must be completely suppressed.

Supporting engineers maintain communications with the aircraft,
mark the aim poa. - th a panel or strobe light and control the operation.
The aircraft comL r'a mission shee'. has aimpoint coordinates, the
minefield azimuth ,3 instrument settings for the size obstacle to be
emplaced. The first mine should hit on the aim point. Figure 6 shows the
available M-34 nirflelds. Figure 7 (omitted) provides the data necessary
to preset aircraft dispensing instruments for each standard minefield.
Reportings Erineers and the aircraft commander will both report mine-
field completion through command channels.
Recordings (Omitted)

IVI-
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3 Figure 6t l-34 Mineflelds•

Approx Sorties Kines
POE* Lngth Depth DeSig Required Required Notes

.5 200 100 CM 1 72 1

.5 400 1oo CMA 1 88 2p 55 600 100 CMB 1 160

.45 800 100 CMC I 160

.5 1000 100 CMD 2 216 3

.75 200 100 DM 1 83 4

.70 4,00 100 D4A 1 160

.75 600 100 DMB 2 256 5

.5 800 1oo DMC 2 360

.75 1000 100 DMD 3 416 6

NOTES, *POE-PROBABILITY OF ENCOUNTER
1. Emplace an additional DM or CMA minefield with remaining mines.
2. Emplace an additional CM minefield vLth remaining mines.
3. 104 mines remain after the senor-i ."tie.
4. Emplace an additional CM mid -' with remaining mines.
5. 64 mines remain after the second sc" o.
6. 64 mines remain after the third sortie,

ARTILLERY DELIVERED ANTITANK MINEFIELDS

1. Designators, Normal Minefield: FIN, FHM
Reinforced Minefield: FIMD, FHMD

2. Authority To Installs
a. Short Self-Destruct Time - Brigade Commander (may delegate to
Task Force (Battalion) Commandzr, for a short period of time or a
specific mission).
b. Long Self-Destruct Time - Division Comr-ander (me delegate to
Brigade Commander for a short pericd of time or a sj ..ific mission).

3. Dimensions, FI4 & FLMD - 200x200 meters (width x depth
FHM & FHM - 400x400 meters (width x depth)

4. Density, FU' - .0013 mines per square meter
FHM - .0006 mines per square meter

FIND - .0025 mines per square meter
FHMD - .0012 mines per square meter

5. Probability of Encounter: Normal Minefield - .5
Reinforced Minefield - .75

6. Installation Time: 10 minutes (Average of All Minefields)

7. Arm Time, 3 minutes after ground impact

8. Self-Destruct Time: Short or Long (specify)

"V-5
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9. Bill of Materials: (Use Table 1 to determine number of rounds per
standard obstacle)

DODIC WEIGHT CUBE
1 ea. M741 Projectile D509 104 lbs. -
1 ea. 1178 Projectile D503 104 lbs.
1 ea. Pallet 1741 Projectile (8 rds) D509 875 lbs. 10 ft3

1 ea. Pallet 1718 Projectile 8 rds D503 875 lbs. 10 ft 3

Table Is Artillery Delivered Antitank inefields

SIZE DESIGNATOR SD TIME # ROUNDS PROJECTILE

200%200 Fix Short 6 M741
2O0x2OO FIN Long 6 M718
40Ox400 Fil Short 11 M741
400x400 FM Long 11 1718
200x200 FIXD Short 11 M741
200x200 FLXD Long 11 M718
400x400 FMl Short 22 M741
400x400 FDl Long 22 M1718

DEIZBERATE ROAD CRATER

1.• Designators AC

2. Authority To Installt Maneuver Commander, All Levels

3. Dimensionst 3x4.5x4 Meters (depth x width x length)

4. Installation Efforts 2 Squad Hours

5, Bill of Materials: DDIC WEIGHT CBE
3 ea. 40# Shape Charges 1421 195 lbs. 5.6 ft 3

5 ea. 40# Cratering Charges M039 260 lbs. 6.9 ft 3

3 ea. 1# Blocks of TNT M032 3 lbs. .1 ft3

70 meters Det Cord M456 5 lbs. .2 ft3

12 meters Time Fuse M670
9 ea. Non-electric Caps M131 3 lbs. .2 ft3

4 ea. fuse Lighters 17664ea. M-15 AT Mines K180 196 lbs. ,4.8 ft-

662 lbs. 17.8 ft3

.33 tons
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Quantities for each additional hole required (See Installation Procedures.)

a. 1 ea. 40# Shape Charge 1421
1 ea. 40# Cratering Charge M039
1 ea. 1# Block of TNT M032
5 meters Det Cord 1456
3 ea. Ncn-electric Caps MI31

Installation Procedurest, (Omitted)

M-180 ROAD CRATER

1, Designators BC
2. Authority to Installs Task Force (Battalion),commander

3. Dimensions: 2.5x8x6 meters (depth x width x length)

4. Insta2lation Efforts .5 Squad Hours

5. Bill Of Materials: DODIC WEIGHT CUBE

2 ea. M-180 Cratering Kits 230 lbs0 14.o ft3

4 ea. M-15 AT Mines K180 196 lbs. 4.8 ft3

6, Operating Instructionst (Omitted)

Other standard obstacles which were not used in this study have been

omitted.
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TAB A 1TES TO APPIDI 5

TF 1-78 CH OBSTACLE PIAN

The following data ad asmutions apply to all work estimate-i in

tabs B through G of Appendix 3.
1. Thirty-six (36) hours of battlefield proparation time is available

before the enemy crosses the Inter-Zonal Border (IZB).

2. Only twenty-eight (28) of the available 36 hours havt been used i;i

the work schedules. H-hour on the following tabs. The rema..rdng eight
(8) hourb have been allocated to equipment maintenance.

3. Four (4) additional hours of battlefield D--para'lon time are available

in the TF 1-78 "MCH sector while the bat.le is fought between the IZB

and PL Yellow. H + 4 on the following tabs.
4. Each block on the following bar graphs is equal to one half (.)
hour. An obstacle pi'eceaded by a parenthesis (3) indicate- the number

of equads working on the obstacle. Obstacles without a ( ) are installed

by one :- iuad.
5. Some obstacles are execated immediately. Others are transferred to
maneuver units for subsequent execution. Engineer units do not guard

obstacles.
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